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ON THE HOFER-ZEHNDER CONJECTURE
EGOR SHELUKHIN
Abstract. We prove that if a Hamiltonian diffeomorphism on a closed mono-
tone symplectic manifold with semisimple quantum homology has a finite num-
ber of contractible periodic points then the sum of the ranks of the local Floer
homologies at its contractible fixed points is equal to the total dimension of the
homology of the manifold. This constitutes a higher-dimensional homological
generalization of a celebrated result of Franks from 1992, as conjectured by
Hofer and Zehnder in 1994.
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1. Setup
Definition 1. We call a closed symplectic manifold (M,ω) monotone if the class
of the symplectic form and the first Chern class are positively proportional
[ω] = κ · c1(TM),
for κ > 0, on the image of the Hurewicz map π2(M) → H2(M,Z). By suitably
rescaling ω, we can always assume that κ = 2, which will be our convention in
this paper.
2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. 53D40, 37J10, 37J45.
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2 EGOR SHELUKHIN
Remark 2. We mostly do not consider closed symplectic manifolds with [ω] = 0,
or c1(TM) = 0 or when the constant κ is negative, since in this case all Hamil-
tonian diffeomorphisms have an infinite number of periodic points by the work
of Hingston [31], Ginzburg [25], Ginzburg-Gu¨rel and others ([29] and references
therein), on the Conley conjecture, whence our main results are tautologically
true. Indeed, our results are pertinent to the case when the Conley conjecture
does not hold.
For a diffeomorphism φ ∈ Ham(M,ω), we denote Fix(φ) = {x ∈ M |φ(x) = x}.
Given a Hamiltonian isotopy {φtH}, φ
1
H = φ, forH ∈ H = C
∞([0, 1]×M,R), which
we usually take to be normalized so that H(t,−) has zero mean for all t ∈ [0, 1],
there is a bijective correspondence between Fix(φ) and the 1-periodic orbits of the
isotopy. We shall use the two notions interchangeably. It is a consequence of Floer
theory that the homotopy class of the loop α(x, φ) = {φtH(x)} for x ∈ Fix(φ) does
not depend on the choice of the Hamiltonian H with φ1H = φ. We shall consider
only orbits x that are contractible, that is α(x, φ) is in the free homotopy class of
a point. In fact, for brevity, we keep the notation Fix(φ) for the set of contractible
fixed points of φ. Finally, we say that φ has isolated fixed points if Fix(φ) is a
finite set.
We call x a k-periodic point of φ if φk(x) = x, and we call it simple if φm(x) 6= x
for all proper divisors m of k. Note that if m divides k then Fix(φm) ⊂ Fix(φk).
We denote by x(k) ∈ Fix(φk) the image of x ∈ Fix(φ) under the inclusion Fix(φ) ⊂
Fix(φk). Finally x is a periodic point if it is k-periodic for some k.
To an isolated fixed point x ∈ Fix(φ) for φ ∈ Ham(M,ω) one can associate a
homology group, called the local Floer homology HF loc(φ, x) of φ at x. While
the definition shall be discussed in detail in Section 3.3.7, for now we note that if
x ∈ Fix(φ) is a non-degenerate fixed point, that is ker(Dφx − id) = 0, then as an
ungraded K-module,
(1) HF loc(φ, x) ∼= K.
This suggests that dimKHF
loc(φ, x) is a reasonable homological count of the fixed
point x.
Furthermore, to φ ∈ Ham(M,ω) with isolated fixed points, one can associate
a filtered Floer homology theory [16, 17, 18] with coefficient field K, with nice
finiteness properties. Depending on the degree of detail of the data that we wish
to extract, it may depend on a lift φ˜ of φ to the universal cover H˜am(M,ω). An
essentially complete description of the resulting system of vector spaces and maps
between them, formalized as a persistence module, consists of a finite multiset
B(φ˜,K) = {(Ij ,mj)}, mj ≥ 1, of intervals Ij in R that are either finite, or in-
finite on the right. We call this multiset the Floer barcode associated to φ˜. We
describe these notions, initially introduced in symplectic topology by Polterovich
and Shelukhin [52] (see also [53, 69, 24]), in detail in Section 3. For the time-being
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we denote by K(φ,K) the number of finite bars in B(φ˜,K), and call their lengths
β1(φ,K) ≤ . . . ≤ βK(φ,K)(φ,K) arranged in increasing order the bar-length spec-
trum of φ. It depends only on φ. In particular so does β(φ,K) = βK(φ,K)(φ,K),
called Usher’s boundary depth [67, 68] of φ. Finally, a closely related notion intro-
duced by Viterbo, Schwarz, and Oh [70, 59, 45] is the spectral norm γ(φ,K) of
φ ∈ Ham(M,ω), which in particular satisfies the property γ(φφ′) ≤ γ(φ) + γ(φ′)
for all φ, φ′ ∈ Ham(M,ω), and, by [35], γ(φ) ≥ β(φ). These notions play an im-
portant role in this paper. Finally, we remark that a priori, the barcode of φ˜
depends on a choice of ground coefficient field K for Floer theory. However, when
the choice of field is immaterial for the statement, or is clear from the context, we
omit it from the notation.
2. Outline
Our main result is as follows. It provides a solution to a conjecture of Hofer and
Zehnder [33, p. 263], the number of fixed points being interpreted homologically,
for the broad class of symplectic manifolds whose rational quantum homology
algebra is semisimple. Furthermore, it provides an effective result, allowing to
estimate from below the growth rate of the number of periodic points.
Theorem A. Let (M,ω) be a closed monotone symplectic manifold whose rational
quantum homology algebra is semi-simple. Then a Hamiltonian diffeomorphism
φ ∈ Ham(M,ω), with∑
x∈Fix(φ)
dimQHF
loc(φ, x) > dimQH∗(M,Q),
must have an infinite number of contractible periodic points. In fact φ has a simple
contractible p-periodic point for each sufficiently large prime p.
From now on, we denote for a ground field K,
(2) N(φ,K) =
∑
x∈Fix(φ)
dimKHF
loc(φ, x).
Remark 3. By (1), if each fixed point x ∈ Fix(φ) is non-degenerate, then the
homological count N(φ,Q) of the contractible fixed points of φ simplifies to the
set-theoretic count #Fix(φ).
Remark 4. Recall that the result of Franks [20, 21] implies, in the smooth case,
that φ ∈ Ham(S2) with #Fix(φ) > 2 has an infinite number of periodic points.
This result prompted the conjecture of Hofer and Zehnder, which has since re-
mained completely open. Strong lower bounds on the growth rate in the setting of
the Franks theorem were provided in [22, 37, 38]. Since dimH∗(S
2) = 2, Theorem
A implies the theorem of Franks for example in the non-degenerate case. In fact,
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the only case where the smooth Franks theorem does not follow from our result di-
rectly is the case when Fix(φ) > 2, but
∑
dimQHF
loc(φ, x) = 2. This implies hav-
ing fixed points x that are not homologically visible, that is dimHF loc(φ, x) = 0. It
would be very interesting to understand how to treat this case: while for S2 there
currently exist symplectic proofs of the complete smooth Franks theorem [6, 11],
in higher dimensions this currently seems to be out of reach. Finally, interpreting
the Hofer-Zehnder conjecture more generally, Ginzburg, Gu¨rel [28, 30] and Orita
[48, 47], have shown that in certain settings the existence of a non-contractible
periodic orbit implies the existence of an infinite number of periodic points. We
expect our results and methods to generalize to settings of this kind, and to yield
new cases of the Conley conjecture.
Remark 5. Our result deduces the main conclusion by the method of the filtered
Z/(p)-equivariant product-isomorphism, from a bound
(3) β(φk) ≤ const
on the boundary depth [67, 68] of the Floer barcode of φk for certain k ≥ k0
sufficiently large. In fact, we obtain such a uniform bound for all Hamiltonian
diffeomorphisms ψ ∈ Ham(M,ω) and hence in particular for ψ = φk for all k,
whence we can estimate the growth rate of periodic points explicitly. Finally, it
is not hard to observe that our methods in fact only require a weaker condition
of strictly sublinear growth limm→∞
1
km
β(φkm) = 0 on suitable subsequences.
Remark 6. A few remarks on Theorem A.
i. The rational quantum homology of (M,ω) is semi-simple if and only if its
degree 2n component is semi-simple [14, Theorem 5.1].
ii. By the prime number theorem there are at least ∼ k
2
log(k) periodic points
of period ≤ k. Note that having one simple p-periodic point automatically
implies having a p-tuple, hence the sum∑
k0≤p≤k
p
over primes p provides a lower bound on the number of periodic points of
φ up to period k, by Theorem A.
We state for the reader’s convenience the uniform bound statement that goes into
the proof of Theorem A. The statement applies for an arbitrary coefficient field
K, however we shall use it for K = Fp for p-prime, or K = Q.
In the case of semisimple quantum homology we have a the following, completely
uniform bound on the boundary depth.
Theorem B. Let K be a field. Suppose that the quantum homology QH(M,K)
of (M,ω) with ground field K is semisimple. Then the boundary depth β(ψ) for
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all ψ ∈ Ham(M,ω) satisfies
β(ψ) ≤ 8n.
Remark 7. It is interesting to note that the example of (M,ω) = (S2×S2, ωst⊕ωst)
shows [51, Theorem 6.2.6] that, while Theorem B works for β(ψ), it definitely does
not work for γ(ψ), as there exist ψ ∈ Ham(M,ω) with γ(ψk) ∼ k, as k →∞.
We include an outline of the proof of the main result, to give a general sense of
its strategy. The proof, in technical detail, appears in Section 7.
We start from the condition that N(φ,Q) > dimQH∗(M,Q). This implies by the
theory of Floer barcodes that the number of endpoints of finite bars in the bar-
code of φ is positive, and furthermore that the boundary depth β(φ,Q) of φ is
positive. By an argument of reduction to positive characteristic, we consequently
obtain that for all primes p sufficiently large, all relevant values remain the same
with coefficients in Fp : N(φ,Q) = N(φ,Fp), dimQH∗(M,Q) = dimFp H∗(M,Fp),
β(φ,Q) = β(φ,Fp), and furthermore QH(M,Fp) remains semisimple. By argu-
ments involving the Z/(p)-equivariant product-isomorphism introduced in [62, 64]
we are able to deduce, in line with Smith theory, that in a suitable sense made
precise below, the bar-length spectrum of φp with coefficients in Fp dominates
that of φ scaled by p. In particular, we show the estimate
p · β(φ,Fp) ≤ K(φ
p,Fp) · β(φ
p,Fp),
where K(φp,Fp) is the number of finite bars of φ
p in its coefficient Fp barcode. By
the bound in Theorem B, the term β(φp,Fp) is uniformly bounded, and β(φ,Fp) =
β(φ,Q) is a positive constant independent of p. Hence K(φp,Fp) and therefore
N(φp,Fp) must grow at least linearly in p. However, this is impossible if no new
p-periodic orbits are introduced. This finishes the argument.
3. Preliminaries
The time-one maps of isotopies {φtH}t∈[0,1] generated by time-dependent vector
fields XtH , ιXtHω = −d(Ht), are called Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms and form the
group Ham(M,ω). For H ∈ H we call H, H˜ ∈ H the Hamiltonians H(t, x) =
−H(t, φ1Hx), H˜(t, x) = −H(1 − t, x). For t ∈ [0, 1] we have φ
t
H
= (φtH)
−1, while
the isotopy {φt
H˜
}, viewed as a path in Ham(M,ω), is homotopic to {φt
H
} with
fixed endpoints. Since homotopic Hamiltonian isotopies give naturally isomorphic
graded filtered Floer complexes, we shall identify the two operations H 7→ H, and
H 7→ H˜. In particular we will identify between H and the two Hamiltonians
H˜ ∈ H, H˜ ∈ H. Similarly, for F,G ∈ H, we set F#G ∈ H to generate the flow
{φtFφ
t
G}t∈[0,1], in other words F#G(t, x) = F (t, x) +G(t, (φ
t
F )
−1x). A homotopic
path is generated by F #˜G(t, x) = λ′1(t)G(λ1(t), x)+λ
′
2(t)F (λ2(t), x) for surjective
monotone non-decreasing reparametrizations λ1, λ2 : [0, 1] → [0, 1], such that
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suppλ′1 < suppλ
′
2. Finally, let J (M,ω) be the space of ω-compatible almost
complex structures on M.
Floer theory, first introduced by A. Floer [16, 17, 18], is a way to set up Morse-
Novikov homology for an action functional defined on a suitable cover of a loop
space determined by the geometric situation at hand. We refer to [46] and refer-
ences therein for details on the constructions described in this subsection, and to
[1, 61, 72], as well as to references therein, for a discussion of canonical orienta-
tions.
3.0.1. Hamiltonian Floer homology. Consider H ∈ H. Let LptM be the space
of contractible loops in M. Let cM : π1(LptM) ∼= π2(M) → 2NM · Z, be the
surjection given by cM (A) = 2 〈c1(M,ω), A〉 . Let L˜
min
pt M = L˜pt×cM (2NM ·Z) be
the cover of LptM associated to cM . The elements of L˜
min
pt M can be considered
to be equivalence classes of pairs (x, x) of x ∈ LptM and its capping x : D→ M,
x|∂D = x. The symplectic action functional
AH : L˜
min
pt M → R
is given by
AH(x, x) =
∫ 1
0
H(t, x(t))−
∫
x
ω,
that is well-defined by monotonicity: [ω] = κ · cM . Assuming that H is non-
degenerate, that is the graph graph(φ1H) = {(φ
1
H(x), x) |x ∈ M} intersects the
diagonal ∆M ⊂ M ×M transversely, the generators over the base field K of the
Floer complex CF (H;J) are the lifts O˜(H) to L˜minpt M of 1-periodic orbits O(H)
of the Hamiltonian flow {φtH}t∈[0,1]. These are the critical points of AH , and we
denote by Spec(H) = A(O˜(H)) the set of its critical values. Choosing a generic
time-dependent ω-compatible almost complex structure {Jt ∈ J (M,ω)}t∈[0,1],
and writing the asymptotic boundary value problem on maps u : R × S1 →
M defined by the negative formal gradient on LptM of AH , the count of iso-
lated solutions with signs determined by a suitable orienation scheme, modulo
R-translation, gives a differential dH;J on the complex CF (H;J), d
2
H;J = 0.
This complex is graded by the Conley-Zehnder index CZ(x, x¯) [57, 58], with
the property that the action of the generator A = 2NM of 2NM · Z has the ef-
fect CZ(x, x¯#A) = CZ(x, x¯) − 2NM , and it is normalized to be equal to n at
a maximum of a small autonomous Morse Hamiltonian. Its homology HF∗(H)
does not depend on the generic choice of J. Moreover, considering generic fam-
ilies interpolating between different Hamiltonians H,H ′, and writing the Floer
continuation map, where the negative gradient depends on the R-coordinate we
obtain that HF∗(H) in fact does not depend on H either. While CF∗(H,J) is
finite-dimensional in each degree, it is worthwhile to consider its completion in
the direction of decreasing action. In this case it becomes a free graded module
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of finite rank over the Novikov field ΛM,min,K = K[q
−1, q]] with q being a variable
of degree (−2NM ).
Moreover, for a ∈ R \ Spec(H) the subspace CF (H,J)a spanned by all genera-
tors (x, x¯) with AH(x, x¯) < a forms a subcomplex with respect to dH;J , and its
homology HF (H)<a does not depend on J. Arguing up to ǫ, one can show that a
suitable continuation map sends FH(H)<a to FH(H ′)<a+E+(H−H
′), for
E+(F ) =
∫ 1
0
max
M
(Ft) dt.
It shall also be useful to define E−(F ) = E+(−F ), E(F ) = E+(F ) + E−(F ).
Moreover, for an admissible action window, that is an interval I = (a, b), a < b,
a, b ∈ R \Spec(H), we define the Floer complex of H in this window as HF ∗(H)I
as the homology of the quotient complex
CF ∗(H)I = CF ∗(H)<b/CF ∗(H)<a.
Finally, one can show that for each a ∈ R, HF (H)<a as well as HF (H)I for an
admissible action window, depends only on the class φ˜H of the path {φ
t
H}t∈[0,1]
in the universal cover H˜am(M,ω) of the Hamiltonian group of M.
We mention that it is sometimes beneficial to consider the slightly larger covers
L˜monpt = L˜pt ×cM (2 · Z), L˜
max
pt = L˜pt ×cM Z, defined via the evident inclusions
2NM · Z ⊂ 2 · Z ⊂ Z. This corresponds to extending coefficients to ΛM,mon,K =
K[s−1, s]], with deg(s) = −2, and Λmon,K = K[t
−1, t]], deg(t) = −1, respectively.
In case when H is degenerate, we consider a perturbation D = (KH , JH), with
KH ∈ H, such that HD = H#KH is non-degenerate, and JH is generic with
respect to HD, and define the complex CF (H;D) = CF (HD;JH) generated by
O˜(H;D) = O˜(HD), and filtered by the action functional AH;D = AHD . An admis-
sible action window I = (a, b) for H, remains admissible for all KH sufficiently
C2-small, and the associated homology groups HF (H;D)I are canonically iso-
morphic for all KH sufficiently C2-small. Hence HF (H)I is defined as the colimit
of the associated indiscrete groupoid.
3.0.2. Non-Archimedean filtrations and extension of coefficients. Let Λ be a field.
A non-Archimedean valuation on Λ is a function ν : Λ→ R ∪ {+∞}, such that
(1) ν(x) = +∞ if and only if x = 0,
(2) l(xy) = ν(x) + ν(y) for all x, y ∈ Λ,
(3) l(x+ y) ≥ min{ν(x), ν(y)}, for all x, y ∈ Λ.
We set Λ0 = ν−1([0,+∞)) ⊂ Λ to be the subring of elements of non-negative
valuation.
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It will sometimes be convenient to work with a larger coefficient ring in the Floer
complexes. The universal Novikov field over a ground field K is defined as
Λ = Λuniv,K = {
∑
j
ajT
λj | aj ∈ K, λj → +∞}.
This field possesses a non-Archimedean valuation ν : Λuniv,K → R ∪ {+∞} given
by ν(0) = +∞, and
ν(
∑
ajT
λj ) = min{λj | aj 6= 0}.
The fields ΛM,min,K ⊂ ΛM,mon,K embed into Λuniv,K via s 7→ T
2κM . This lets us
pull back the valuation on Λuniv,K to a valuation on ΛM,min,K, and ΛM,mon,K. We
use the following convention throughout the paper: whenever the ground field of
Λ is clear from the context, we omit it. In particular, we shall often say that an
operator is defined over Λ0, keeping the ground field implicit.
Now let Λ be a field with non-Archimedean valuation ν. Following [69], given a
finite dimensional Λ-module C, we call a function l : C → R ∪ {−∞} a non-
Archimedean filtration (function), if it satisfies the following properties:
(1) l(x) = −∞ if and only if x = 0,
(2) l(λx) = l(x)− ν(λ) for all λ ∈ Λ, x ∈ C,
(3) l(x+ y) ≤ max{l(x), l(y)}, for all x, y ∈ C.
It is easy to see [13, Proposition 2.1], [69, Proposition 2.3] that the maximum
property (3) implies that whenever l(x) 6= l(y), one has in fact
(4) l(x+ y) = max{l(x), l(y)}.
A Λ-basis (x1, . . . , xN ) of (C, l) is called orthogonal if
l(
∑
λjxj) = max{l(xj)− νλj}
for all λj ∈ Λ. It is called orthonormal if in addition l(xj) = 0 for all j. At
this point, we note that a linear transformation T : C → C with matrix P ∈
GL(N,Λ0) in an orthonormal basis satisfies T ∗l = l. In particular it sends each or-
thogonal, respectively orthonormal, basis to an orthogonal, respectively orthonor-
mal basis.
Consider the Floer complex from Section 3.0.1, as a finite-dimensional Λ-module
C, for a suitable Novikov field Λ. The function A : C → R ∪ {−∞} given by
A(x) = inf{a |x ∈ C<a} is a non-Archimedean filtration. It can be computed as
follows. Consider a standard basis x1, . . . , xN of C over Λ, consisting of arbitrarily
chosen lifts of the finite set of periodic orbits, Hamiltonian chords, or Lagrangian
intersections involved. Then we have
(5) A(
∑
λjxj) = max{A(xj)− ν(λj)}
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for all λj ∈ Λ. In other words x1, . . . , xN is an orthogonal basis for (C,A). Finally,
we note that d∗A ≤ A, and in fact for each x ∈ C \ {0} the strict inequality
A(d(x)) < A(x) holds. We say in the latter case that the filtered complex is
strict.
To extend coefficients in C, we take
C = C ⊗Λ Λuniv,K
and define a non-Archimedean filtration function A : C → R ∪ {−∞} on C by
declaring that x1⊗1, . . . , xN⊗1 is an orthogonal basis for (C,A). Finally, we note
that the basis (x1, . . . , xN ) = (T
A(x1)x1, . . . , T
A(xN )xN ) is an orthonormal basis
of (C,A) that is canonical, in the sense that it does not depend on the ambuguity
in the choice of x1, . . . , xN .
3.1. Quantum homology and the PSS isomorphism. In this section we
describe quantum homology of a symplectic manifold. It may be helpful to think
of it as the Hamiltonian Floer homology, when the Hamiltonian is given by a
C2-small, time-independent Morse function. Alternatively, one can consider it as
the cascade approach [23] to Morse homology for the unperturbed symplectic area
functional on the space L˜minpt M. For further information on these subjects we refer
for example to [61, 46, 39].
3.1.1. Quantum homology. SetQH(M) = H∗(M ; ΛM,min,K), as a ΛM,min,K-module.
This module has the structure of a graded-commutative unital algebra over ΛM,min,K
whose product, deforming the classical intersection product on homology, is de-
fined in terms of 3-point genus 0 Gromov-Witten invariants [43, 41, 55, 56, 71].
The unit for this quantum product is the fundamental class [M ] ofM, as in the case
of the classical homology algebra. The non-Archimedean filtration A : QH(M)→
R ∪ {−∞} is given by declaring E ⊗ 1Λ, for a basis E of H∗(M,K) to be an or-
thonormal basis for (QH(M),A).
3.1.2. Floer homology as a module over quantum homology. In the absolute case,
as discussed in detail in [53], an element αM ∈ QHm(M) \ {0} gives, for H ∈ H,
and r ∈ Z, a ∈ R a map
(αM∗) : HFr(H)
a → HFr+m−2n(H)
a+A(αM ).
It is in fact a morphism
(αM∗) : Vr(H)→ Vr+m−2n(H)[A(αM )]
of persistence modules, as defined in Section 3.3. This morphism is constructed,
in a manner very similar to the quantum cap product (see [50, Example A.4] or
[60, 59, 18]) by counting negative ρ-gradient trajectories γ : (−∞, 0] → M of a
Morse function f onM, for a generic pair (f, ρ), asymptotic at s→ −∞ to critical
points of f, and having γ(0) incident to Floer cylinders u : R×S1 →M at u(0, 0).
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3.1.3. Piunikhin-Salamon-Schwarz isomorphisms. In the absolute case, with the
conventions on the Conley-Zehnder index that we use, one obtains a map PSS :
QH∗(M)→ HF∗−n(H) by counting (for generic auxiliary data) isolated configu-
rations of negative gradient trajectories γ : (−∞, 0] → M incident at γ(0) with
with the asymptotic of lims→−∞ u(s,−), as s → −∞ of a map u : R × S
1 → M,
satisfying a Floer equation
∂s u+ Jt(u) (∂t u−X
t
K(u)) = 0,
where for (s, t) ∈ R× S1, K(s, t) ∈ C∞(M,R) is a small perturbation of β(s)Ht,
coinciding with it for s≪ −1 and s≫ +1, and β : R→ [0, 1] is a smooth function
satisfying β(s) ≡ 0 for s≪ −1 and β(s) ≡ 0 for s≫ +1. This so-called Piunikhin-
Salamon-Schwarz map [50] is an isomorphism of ΛM,min,K-modules, which in fact
intertwines the quantum product on QH(M) with the pair of pants product in
Hamiltonian Floer homology.
Finally, it is worthwhile to note that the quantum product map
QH(M)⊗QH(M)→ QH(M),
is isomorphic to the module action maps
QH(M)⊗HF (H)→ HF (H),
via the isomorphism id⊗PSS on the left hand side, and PSS on the right hand
side.
3.2. Spectral invariants. Given a filtered complex (C,A), to each homology
class α ∈ H(C), denoting by H(C)<a = H(Ca), C<a = A−1(−∞, a), we define a
spectral invariant by
c(α, (C,A)) = inf{a ∈ R |α ∈ im(H(C)<a → H(C))}.
For (C,A) = (CF (H;D),AH;D) we denote c(α,H;D) = c(α, (C,A)). Further-
more, one can one can obtain classes α in the Hamiltonian Floer homology by the
PSS isomorphism. This lets us define spectral invariants by:
c(αM ,H;D) = c(PSS(αM ), (CF (H;D),AH;D)),
for αM ∈ QH(M). From the definition it is clear that the spectral invariants do
not depend on the almost complex structure term in D. Moreover, if H is non-
degenerate, we may choose the Hamiltonian term in D to vanish identically, and
denote the resulting invariants by c(−,H). Moreover, by [4, Section 5.4] spectral
invariants remain the same under extension of coefficients, hence below we do not
specify the Novikov field Λ that we work over. Spectral invariants enjoy numerous
useful properties, the relevant ones of which we summarize below:
(1) spectrality: for each αM ∈ QH(M) \ {0}, and H ∈ H,
c(αM ,H) ∈ Spec(H).
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(2) non-Archimedean property: c(−,H;D) is non-Archimedean filtration func-
tions on QH(M), as a module over the Novikov field Λ with its natural
valuation.
(3) continuity: for each αM ∈ QH(M)\{0}, αL ∈ QH(L)\{0}, and F,G ∈ H,
|c(αM , F )− c(αM , G)| ≤ E(F −G),
(4) triangle inquequality: for each αM , α
′
M ∈ QH(M), and F,G ∈ H,
c(αM ∗ α
′
M , F#G) ≤ c(αM , F ) + c(α
′
M , G),
We remark that by the continuity property, the spectral invariants are indeed
defined for all H ∈ H and all the properties above apply in this generality.
In the abstract case of a complex (C, d) over Λ filtered by A, the non-Archimedean
property lets us consider the spectral invariant map, as an induced non-Archimedean
filtration function
H(A) : H(C, d)→ R ∪ {−∞}.
We remark that the key part of the non-Archimedean property, the maximum
property, is called the characteristic exponent property in [13].
3.2.1. Spectral norm. For H ∈ H we define its spectral pseudo-norm by
γ(H) = c([M ],H) + c(M,H),
which depends only on φ˜H , and by a result of [70, 59, 45] (see also [66, 43]) gives
the following non-degenerate spectral norm γ : Ham(M,ω)→ R≥0,
γ(φ) = inf
φ1
H
=φ
γ(H),
and hence the bi-invariant spectral distance γ(φ, φ′) = γ(φ′φ−1).
3.2.2. Mean-index. We require the notion of mean-index, introduced in symplectic
topology in [58]. For a Hamiltonian H generating φ˜ ∈ H˜am(M,ω) and capped
periodic orbit x of H, we set
∆(H,x) = ∆(φ˜H , x) = lim
k→∞
1
k
CZ(φ˜k, x(k)),
where x(k) is x iterated k times, which is indeed a capped periodic orbit of a Hamil-
tonian generating φ˜k. The limit exists, since the Conley-Zehnder index comes from
a quasi-morphism S˜p(2n,R)→ R (see [15]).
The main properties of the mean index that we use are as follows:
(1) homogeneity: ∆(φ˜k, x(k)) = k ·∆(φ˜, x), for all k ∈ Z>0.
(2) recapping: ∆(φ˜, x#A) = ∆(φ˜, x)− 2NM .
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(3) distance to index: CZ(φ˜, x) ∈ [∆(φ˜, x)− n,∆(φ˜, x) + n]
(4) support of local Floer homology: HF locr (φ˜, x) = 0, unless r ∈ [∆(φ˜, x) −
n,∆(φ˜, x) + n].
3.3. Floer persistence.
3.3.1. Rudiments of persistence modules. Let VectK denote the category of finite-
dimensional vector spaces over K, and (R,≤) denote the poset category of R. A
persistence module over K is a functor
V : (R,≤)→ VectK.
In other words V consists of a collection {V a ∈ VectK}a∈R and K-linear maps
πa,a
′
V : V
a → V a
′
for each a ≤ a′, satisfying πa,aV = idV a , and π
a′,a′′
V ◦ π
a,a′
V = π
a,a′′
V
for all a ≤ a′ ≤ a′′. These functors with their natural transformations form an
abelian category
Fun((R,≤),VectK),
where A ∈ hom(V,W ) consists of a collection {Aa ∈ homK(V
a,W a)}a∈R that
commutes with the maps πa,a
′
V , π
a,a′
V , for each a ≤ a
′. We require the following
further technical assumptions, that hold in all our examples:
(1) support: V a = 0 for all a≪ 0.
(2) finiteness: there exists a finite subset S ⊂ R, such that for all a, a′ in
each connected component of R \ S, the map πa,a
′
V : V
a → V a
′
is an
isomorphism.
(3) continuity: for each two consecutive elements s1 < s2 of S, and a ∈ (s1, s2),
the map πa,s2 : V a → V s2 is an isomorphism.
Persistence modules with these properties form a full abelian subcategory
pmod ⊂ Fun((R,≤), (VectK)).
The normal form theorem [73, 12] for persistence modules states that the isomor-
phism class of V ∈ pmod is classified by a finite multiset B(V ) = {(Ik,mk)}1≤k≤N ′
of intervals Ik ⊂ R, where Ik = (ak, bk) for k ∈ (0,K] ∩ Z, and Ik = (ak,∞) for
k ∈ (K,N ′]∩Z for some 0 ≤ K = K(V ) ≤ N ′.We denote B = B(V ) = N ′−K ≥
0. The intervals are called bars, and a multiset of bars is called a barcode. The
bar lengths are defined as |(ak, bk)| = bk − ak, and |(ak,∞)| = +∞.
The isometry theorem for persistence modules [7, 3, 8], culminating the active
development initiated in [10], states the fact that the barcode map
B : (pmod, dinter)→ (barcodes, dbottle)
V 7→ B(V )
is isometric for the following two distances.
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The interleaving distance between V,W ∈ pmod is given by
dinter(V,W ) = inf{δ > 0 | ∃f ∈ hom(V,W [δ]), g ∈ hom(W,V [δ]),
g[δ] ◦ f = sh2δ,V , f [δ] ◦ g = sh2δ,W},
where for V ∈ pmod, and c ∈ R, V [c] ∈ pmod is defined by pre-composition with
the functor Tc : (R,≤)→ (R,≤), t→ t+ c, and for c ≥ 0, shc,V ∈ hom(V, V [c]) is
given by the natural transformation id(R,≤) → Tc. The pair f, g from the definition
is called a δ-interleaving.
The bottleneck distance between B, C ∈ barcodes is given by
dbottle(B, C) = inf {δ > 0 | ∃ δ −matching between B, C},
where a δ-matching between B, C is a bijection σ : B2δ → C2δ between two sub-
multisets B2δ ⊂ B, C2δ ⊂ C, each containing all the bars of length > 2δ of B, C
respectively, such that if σ((a, b)) = (a′, b′) then |a− a′| ≤ δ, |b− b′| ≤ δ.
Finally, we record the the quotient space (barcodes′, d′bottle) of (barcodes, dbottle)
by the isometric R-action by shifts: c ∈ R acts by B = {(Ik,mk)} 7→ B[c] =
{(Ik − c,mk)}, and d
′
bottle([B], [C]) = infc∈R d
′
bottle(B, C[c]) for B, C ∈ barcodes .
Note that bar-lengths give a well-defined map from barcodes′ to multi-subsets
of R>0 ∪ {+∞}.
3.3.2. Floer persistence: interleaving, invariance, spectral norms. As remarked in
Section 3.0.1 for each r ∈ Z, the degree r subspace Cr of the Floer complex C
considered therein is finite-dimensional over the base field K. This implies that
the degree r homology Hr(C)
<a = Hr(C
<a) is in VectK for all a ∈ R. Fur-
thermore, inclusions C<a → C<a
′
of graded complexes for a ≤ a′, yield maps
πa,a
′
: Hr(C)
<a → Hr(C)
<a′ . As it was first observed in [52] (see also [53]),
the collection Vr(C) of the vector spaces {Hr(C)
a}a∈R, and maps {π
a,a′}, consti-
tutes an object of the category pmod . We will denote this persistence module
by Vr(H;D), in general, and by Vr(H), when H is non-degenerate. We use these
notations interchangeably, with the understanding that the former is used in the
degenerate case, where the Hamiltonian terms in the perturbation data is consid-
ered to be as C2-small as necessary, and the latter is used in the non-degenerate
case.
Finally, by [52, 53] Floer continuation maps induce E(H −H ′)-interleavings be-
tween the pairs Vr(H), Vr(H
′). This implies that
(6) dint(Vr(H), Vr(H
′)) ≤ d˜Hofer(φ˜H , φ˜H′)
where d˜Hofer is the Hofer pseudo-metric on H˜am(M,ω) defined by
d˜Hofer(φ˜H , φ˜H′) = inf E(F −G),
the infimum running over all F,G ∈ H with φ˜F = φ˜H , φ˜G = φ˜H′ .
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We recall the ring Λmon,K = K[t
−1, t]] with variable t of degree (−1). For H ∈ H,
consider the associated Floer persistence module V0(H) of degree 0 with coeffi-
cients in Λmon,K. Let B0(H) be the corresponding barcodes. By [35] (see also [68,
Propositions 5.3, 6.2]) the images B′0(φ
1
H) of this barcode in (barcodes
′, d′bottle)
depend only on φ1H . Finally, by a change of coordinates given by ψ ∈ Symp(M,ω),
there is an identity of barcodes
(7) B′(φ) = B′(ψφψ−1)
We define the bar-length spectrum of φ1H to coincide with the corresponding sub-
multisets of R>0 ∪ {+∞} arranged as increasing sequences, taking into account
multiplicities. We define the boundary depth β(φ), φ to be the maximal length of
a finite bar in the associated barcode. This notion was first introduced by Usher
[67, 68] in different terms, and shown to satisfy various properties, including the
above invariance statement.
Finally, in view of (6), we obtain for φ,ψ ∈ Ham(M,ω),
(8) d′bottle(B
′(φ),B′(ψ)) ≤ dHofer(φ,ψ)
where
dHofer(φ,ψ) = inf
φ1
F
=φ,φ1
G
=ψ
d˜(φ˜F , φ˜G)
is the celebrated Hofer metric [32, 36] on Ham(M,ω). The method of filtered
continuation elements introduced in [35], with inspiration from [5, 2], was used to
improve (8) to
(9) d′bottle(B
′(φ),B′(ψ)) ≤
1
2
γ(φ,ψ).
This was also extended to the relative setting therein. Proposition 9 below is yet
another extension of this result.
3.3.3. Barcode of Hamiltonian diffeomorphism with isolated fixed points. Further-
more, it was shown in [63] following [40], that if φ has isolated fixed points, then
the barcode B′(φ) consists of a finite number of bars, of themB(K) are infinite, and
K(φ,K) are finite, where N(φ,K) as defined in (2) satisfies N(φ,K) = 2K(φ,K)+
B(K). Furthermore, for a sequence φj of C
2-small Hamiltonian perturbations of
φ, where the norm of the perturbation goes to zero, B′(φj)→ B
′(φ) in d′bottle. Fi-
nally, the bar-lengths are given by differencesAH(x)−AH(y) of points in Spec(H),
with mean-index ∆(H,x) ∈ [−2n, 2NM +2n), ∆(H, y) ∈ [−2n−1, 2NM +2n−1),
for H ∈ H generating φ (see Section 3.2.2 for the definition of the mean-index,
and the support of local Floer homology in particular). Therefore set of possible
bar-lengths is finite, and hence there is a constant ǫ1 such that each bar-length β,
is the unique bar-length in the interval (β − ǫ1, β + ǫ1) ⊂ R>0.
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We conclude this section by observing that (8) implies that the boundary depth
β(φ) is 1-Lipschitz in the Hamiltonian spectral norm. In particular β(φ), similarly
to γ(φ), is defined for arbitrary φ ∈ Ham(M,ω).
3.3.4. Bar-lengths, extended coefficients, and torsion exponents. We note the fol-
lowing two alternative descriptions of the bar-length spectrum. Firstly, consider
each one of the relevant Floer complexes (C, d) over Λ = Λmin,K, filtered by A as
in Section 3.0.2. By [69], the complex (C, d) admits an orthogonal basis
E = (ξ1, . . . , ξB, η1, . . . , ηK , ζ1, . . . , ζK)
such that dξj = 0 for all j ∈ (0, B]∩Z, and dζj = ηj for all j ∈ (0,K]∩Z. The finite
bar-lengths are then given by {βj = βj(C, d) = A(ζj)−A(ηj)} for j ∈ (0,K]∩Z,
which we assume to be arranged in increasing order, while there are B infinite
bar-lengths, corresponding to ξj for j ∈ (0, B] ∩ Z. We note that this description
yields the identity N = B + 2K, where the numbers N,B,K can be computed
via N = dimΛC, B = dimΛH(C, d), and K = dim im(d).
Extending coefficients to Λuniv,K, we can further normalize the basis E to obtain
the orthonormal basis
E = (ξ¯1, . . . , ξ¯B , η¯1, . . . , η¯K , ζ¯1, . . . , ζ¯K) =
= (TA(ξ1)ξ1, . . . , T
A(ξB)ξB , T
A(η1)η1, . . . , T
A(ηK )ηK , T
A(ζ1)ζ1, . . . , T
A(ζK)ζK).
This basis satisfies dξ¯j = 0 for all j ∈ (0, B]∩Z, and dζ¯j = T
βj η¯j for all j ∈ (0,K]∩
Z. We note that passing to this basis has the following computational advantage.
Fist, each two orthonormal bases are related by a linear transformation T : C → C
with matrix in GL(N,Λuniv,K,0). Second, to compute the bar-length spectrum, it
is sufficient to consider the matrix [d] of d : C → C in any orthonormal basis, for
example the canonical one from Section 3.0.2, and bring it to Smith normal form
over Λuniv,K,0. The diagonal coefficients, in order of increasing valuations, will be
{T βj}. We remark that while Λuniv,K,0 is not a principal ideal domain, each of
its finitely generated ideals is indeed principal, and therefore Smith normal form
applies in this case.
It shall be important to remark that the considerations regarding the Smith nor-
mal form and the bar-length spectrum apply to the case of arbitrary complexes
(C, d) over Λ with non-Archimedean filtration function A. If d∗A ≤ A, where
the inequality is not necessarily strict for non-zero elements, then the bar-length
spectrum may contain a few entries βj = 0.We shall call this bar-length spectrum
verbose, following [69].
In fact given a filtered map D : (C,A)→ (C ′,A′) between two filtered Λ-modules,
that is D∗A′ ≤ A, it is shown in [69] that D has a non-Archimedean spectral
value decomposition: that is orthogonal bases E = Ecoim ⊔ Eker of (C,A), and
E′ = Eim ⊔Ecoker of (C
′,A′) such that D(Eker) = 0, while D|Ecoim : Ecoim
∼
−→ Eim
is an isomorphism of sets. The spectral values consist of the numbers βe =
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A(e) − A′(D(e)) ≥ 0 for e ∈ E. Over Λ = Λuniv,K, we may instead ask for E,E
′
to be orthonormal, and require that for each e ∈ Ecoim, there exists e
′ ∈ Eim,
and βe ≥ 0, such that D(e) = T
βee′, and D(Eker) = 0. It is easy to see that the
spectral values correspond directly to the bar-lengths for the filtered complex
(Cone(D),A⊕A′),
given as a Λ-module by C ⊕C ′, with filtration A⊕A′ = max{A,A′}, and differ-
ential
dCone(c, c
′) = (dC(c),D(c) − dC′(c
′)).
Finally, following [24], it is easy to see that the matrix of the differential d in
the canonical basis from Section 3.0.2 has all coefficients in Λuniv,K,0. Indeed, the
coefficient of xi in dxj is given by
〈dx¯j , xi〉 =
∑
ǫ(u)TE(u) ∈ Λuniv,K,0,
where E(u) is the energy of u as a negative gradient trajectory of the corre-
sponding action functional, ǫ(u) is a sign determined by a suitable orientation
scheme, and the sum runs over all isolated (modulo R-translations) negative gra-
dient trajectories asymptotic to xj at times s→ −∞, and to xi at times s→ +∞.
Therefore, one can define the Floer complex from Section 3.0.1 with coefficients
in Λuniv,K,0. Its homology will be a finitely generated Λuniv,K,0-module, and will
therefore have the form F ⊕ T , where F is a free Λuniv,K,0-module, and T is a
torsion Λuniv,K,0-module. The bar-lengths in this setting are given by the identity
T ∼=
⊕
1≤j≤K
Λuniv,K,0/(T
βj ).
We summarize the above discussion as follows.
Lemma 8. The three definitions of the bar-length spectrum for Hamiltonian Floer
homology on monotone symplectic manifolds, due to Fukaya-Oh-Ohta-Ono [24],
Polterovich-Shelukhin [52] (see also [53, 35]), and Usher-Zhang [69], respectively,
coincide.
We refer to [69, 35, 63] for more details of the identifications between the various
descriptions of the bar-length spectrum, and notions of persistence.
3.3.5. δ-quasi-equivalences. Finally, we shall require a version of the notion of
δ-interleaving in the Λ0 setting. We call two Λ0-complexes (C, d), (C ′, d′) δ-quasi-
equivalent if there exist Λ0-chain maps
F : (C, d)→ (C ′, d′),
G : (C ′, d′)→ (C, d),
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and Λ0-chain homotopies
K : (C, d)→ (C, d),
K ′ : (C ′, d′)→ (C ′, d′),
such that
G ◦ F − T δ idC = dK +Kd(10)
F ◦G− T δ idC′ = dK
′ +K ′d.
In this case C ⊗ Λ, C ′ ⊗ Λ with the natural induced filtration are δ/2-quasi-
equivalent in the sense of Usher-Zhang [69]: the quasi-equivalences are then given
by T−δ/2F, T−δ/2G, and homotopies by T−δK,T−δK ′. In this case it follows im-
mediately from [69, Theorem 1.4] that the bar-length spectra
{βj}1≤j≤K+B, {β
′
j}1≤j≤K ′+B′
of (C, d), (C ′, d′) satisfy: βB+K−j > 4δ if and only if β
′
B′+K ′−j > 4δ. Furthermore,
for such j,
|βB+K−j − βB′+K ′−j| < 2δ.
In particular this implies that the numbers B,B′ of infinite bars coincide. We say
that these two bar-length spectra are 2δ-close.
3.3.6. Operations and Λ0. In a related direction, we observe that when a Floer-
homological operation, arising from a moduli space of marked Riemann surfaces,
does not have zero curvature, which is for example the case of a Floer continua-
tion map that changes the Hamiltonian function, there is a subtlety in defining
this operation over Λ0. The subtlety appears since for compositions to function
properly, we need to consider the topological energy of the curves we count, that
is, the difference of actions (see [61, Section (8g)], [5, Section 3.3], or [64, Section
7]), however these can be negative because of the presence of curvature.
We resolve this question, as in [24], by counting the Floer solutions u with weight
TEtop(u), and subsequently multiplying the resulting map O by TC for a constant
C greater than the uniform norm of the (negative contribution of the) curvature
over the corresponding compactified universal curve. Then TCO is defined over
Λ0.
For example, given Hamiltonians F,G, we pick C1 = E+(F − G) + ǫ, and C2 =
E+(G− F ) + ǫ. Then, considering small perturbations of the resulting equations,
we obtain Floer continuation maps TC1C(F,G), TC2C(G,F ), such that their com-
positions are homotopic over Λ0 to TC1+C2 id in either direction.
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3.3.7. Local Floer homology and a canonical Λ0-complex. In this section we de-
scribe the local Floer homology HF loc(φ, x) of φ at an isolated fixed point x ∈
Fix(φ). We refer to [25, 26] as well as [64] for more details on the description of
local Floer cohomology.
In various settings, for example in the symplectically aspherical case, it is known
that the local Floer homologies act as ”building blocks” for the global Floer ho-
mology. For example, the action filtration induces a spectral sequence converging
to the Floer homology in an suitable action window. In the monotone case, the
approach of the action filtration runs into the difficulty that the same orbit x
can contribute to the homology in the action window several times, entering with
different cappings, and it is difficult to distinguish the different contributions.
In order to deal with this issue, we develop a version of the above spectral sequence
by working with coefficients in Λuniv,K,0, removing the recapping ambiguity, and
describing a homotopy-canonical Λ0 complex on the sum of the local homology
groups that computes the bar-length spectrum in the barcode of φ. The latter is
known to be finite: see [40] and [63].
Local Floer homology:
Let φ ∈ Ham(M,ω). Given an isolated fixed point x of φ, there exists an isolating
neighborhood U of x (more precisely, of the image of the section σx(t) = x(t) of
S1×M → S1) for Floer homology. This means in particular, all Floer trajectories
of each sufficiently C2 small non-degenerate Hamiltonian perturbation φ1 of φ
between generators contained in U are themselves contained in U, and the resulting
Floer homology as computed inside U, is well-defined and independent of the
perturbation. This homology is called the local Floer homologyHF loc(φ, x) of φ at
x. As suggested by the notation, whenever the local Floer homology is considered
as an ungraded K-module it depends on φ, x and no additional data. We refer to
[54, 19, 18] for earlier developments in the subject.
We recall the following additional properties of HF loc(φ, x). First if x is non-
degenerate as a fixed point of φ, then as ungraded K-modules,
HF loc(φ, x) ∼= K.
In fact, there is a canonical Z/(2)-grading on HF loc(φ, x). Then in the non-
degenerate case, the K factor will be in the component of CZ(φ˜, x) + n mod
2. Furthermore, in view of action arguments in [29, 27, 44] or [64, Section 7], for
two distinct fixed points x, y ∈ Fix(φ), there exists a crossing energy 2ǫ0 > 0, such
that all Floer trajectories, or product structures considered in this paper, with
x, y among their asymptotics, carry energy of at least 2ǫ0. This shall be important
for the following arguments.
We call an iteration φk of φ admissible at a fixed point x ∈ Fix(φ) if λk 6= 1 for all
eigenvalues λ 6= 1 of D(φ)x. Observe that all sufficiently large prime iterations p,
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and their powers pn, are admissible. We shall require the following result, which is
part of [26, Theorem 1.1], on the behavior of local Floer homology under iteration.
It does not depend on the choice of coefficients.
Theorem C. Let k be an admissible iteration of φ at x. Then the fixed point x(k)
of φk is isolated, and HF loc(φk, x(k)) ∼= HF loc(φ, x),
The canonical Λ0-complex:
Since this point is somewhat new, we describe it in more detail. Let φ1 be a
sufficiently C2-small non-degenerate Hamiltonian perturbation of φ. Then for each
x ∈ Fix(φ), the periodic orbits O(φ1, x) of φ1 in the neighborhood U of φ form
the local Floer complex CF loc(φ1, x) of φ1 at x. Consider the Floer complex
CF (φ1,Λ0) of φ1 with coefficients in Λ0. Note that up to isomorphism of Λ
0-
modules it does not depend on the choice of almost complex structures involved.
We also mention that as our symplectic manifold is monotone, all elements l =∑
ajT
λj in Λ0 involved in the differential are in fact finite in the sense that aj = 0
for all j sufficiently large. Our goal is to construct a homotopically-canonical Λ0-
complex CF (φ,Λ0) with the following properties: as a Λ0-modules it is given
by
CF (φ,Λ0) ∼=
⊕
x∈Fix(φ)
HF loc(φ, x)⊗K Λ0,
its differential is defined, strict, and is homotopy-canonical over Λ0, the homology
of CF (φ,Λ) = CF (φ,Λ0) ⊗Λ0 Λ is isomorphic to HF (φ1,Λ) ∼= QH∗(M,Λ), and
the associated bar-length spectrum
β′1(φ,K) ≤ . . . ≤ β
′
K(φ,K)(φ,K)
satisfies β′1(φ,K) > ǫ0, is 2δ1-close to the part
βK ′+1(φ1,K) ≤ . . . ≤ βK ′+K(φ,K)(φ1,K)
of the bar-length spectrum of φ1 above ǫ0, while βK ′(φ1,K) < 2δ1 ≪ ǫ0. More-
over, the β′j(φ,K) for 1 ≤ j ≤ K(φ,K) have a limit βj(φ,K) as the Hamiltonian
perturbation goes to zero in the C2 norm.
Furthermore, as a consequence (see Lemma 16), for
N(φ,K) =
∑
x∈Fix(φ)
dimKHF
loc(φ, x)
and B(K) = dimKH∗(M,K) we have
N(φ,K) = 2K(φ,K) +B(K).
The construction proceeds as follows. We first consider CF (φ1,Λ
0). By the key
property of the crossing energy, the differential dφ1 in this Floer complex satisfies
dφ1 = dloc,φ1 + T
ǫ0D
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for an operator D defined over Λ0, and the differential dloc,φ1 is the direct sum
of differentials in the local Floer complexes CF loc(φ1, x). Furthermore, as φ1 is a
C2-small perturbation of φ, by standard action-energy estimates in Floer theory
(see for example [64, Section 7]), all the powers of T involved in
dloc,φ1 : CF (φ1)→ CF (φ1)
are at most δ1 ≪ ǫ0.
Choose a Λ0-basis of CF (φ1) compatible with dloc,φ1 :
(ξ¯1, . . . , ξ¯B , η¯1, . . . , η¯K , ζ¯1, . . . , ζ¯K)
B = N(φ,K) = dimKHF
loc(φ, x),
N ′ = N ′(φ1,K) = dimKCF
loc(φ1, x),
K ′ = K ′(φ1,K) = (N
′ −B)/2,
with
dloc,φ1(ξ¯j) = 0, dloc,φ1 ζ¯j = T
δj η¯j,
where δj = βj(φ1,K) < δ1 ≪ ǫ0.
ConsiderX = Λ0
〈
{ξ¯j}
〉
, isomorphic to the free part of the homology (CF (φ1), dloc,φ1),
πX : CF (φ1,Λ
0)→ X the natural projection, and ιX : X → CF (φ1,Λ
0) the nat-
ural inclusion. Furthermore, let Θ : CF (φ1,Λ)→ CF (φ1,Λ) be the operator
Θ(η¯) = T−δj ζ¯.
(Note that Θ is not defined over Λ0!)
Now, after tensoring with Λ, there is a standard homotopy-canonical way, called
the homological perturbation lemma [42], of constructing a differential dφ on
H(CF (φ1,Λ), dloc,φ1) so that
(H(CF (φ1,Λ), dloc,φ1), dφ) = H(CF (φ1,Λ), dφ1).
It remains to check that dφ obtained in this way is in fact defined over Λ
0 and
satisfies the above properties. Let us check well-definedness: indeed, dφ is given
by the formula:
dφ = πX(T
ǫ0D + T 2ǫ0DΘD + T 3ǫ0DΘDΘD+ . . .)ιX .
Since δ1 ≪ ǫ0, the statement is now evident.
Finally, let us observe that πX : CF (φ1,Λ
0) → X, ιX : X → CF (φ1,Λ
0) up-
grade to Λ-homotopy equivalences πX , ιX between CF (φ1,Λ) and the perturbed
complex (X, dφ), given by
πX = πX + πX(T
ǫ0D + T 2ǫ0DΘD + T 3ǫ0DΘDΘD + . . .)Θ
ιX = ιX +Θ(T
ǫ0D + T 2ǫ0DΘD + T 3ǫ0DΘDΘD + . . .)ιX .
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These maps are similarly defined over Λ0, and show that over Λ0, H(X, dφ) ∼=
H(CF (φ1,Λ
0))>ǫ0 , the latter denoting the direct summand in H(CF (φ1,Λ
0))
containing the free part, and the torsion parts of torsion exponent > ǫ0. Finally,
πX ◦ ιX = id,
and over Λ,
ιX ◦ πX − id = dΘ +Θd
where
Θ = Θ+Θ(T ǫ0D + T 2ǫ0DΘD + T 3ǫ0DΘDΘD + . . .)Θ.
As δ1 ≪ ǫ0, this shows that T
δ1/2πX , T
δ1/2ιX is a δ1-quasi-equivalence between
(X, dφ) and CF (φ1,Λ
0). Indeed, T δ1Θ is then defined over Λ0.
We now make the perturbation φ1 tend to zero in the C
2-topology on the Hamil-
tonian. The bar-lengths βj(X, dφ1), being δ-close (for δ tending to zero) to the
bar-lengths of φ1 greater than ǫ0. By Section 3.3.3, the latter form convergent se-
quences, and their limits depend on only on φ. Hence, the bar-lengths of (X, dφ1)
converge to βj(φ,K), 1 ≤ j ≤ K(φ,K) as in Section 3.3.3.
4. Proof of Theorem B
In this section we prove Theorem B. This theorem follows immediately from a
combination of the following statements, Propositions 9 and 10, proven in Section
8.
Proposition 9. Let K be a field. Let E = (e1, . . . , eS), ej ∈ QH2n(M,K) for all
1 ≤ j ≤ S be idempotents that split QH∗(M,K), as an algebra, into a direct sum
of algebras. Define for each φ˜ ∈ H˜am(M,ω) the splitting-modified spectral norm
as
γE(φ˜,K) = max
1≤j≤K
γej (φ˜,K),
γej (φ˜,K) = c(ej , φ˜,K) + c(ej , φ˜
−1,K).
Put γE(φ,K) = infpr(φ˜)=φ γE(φ˜,K). Then the bar-length spectrum of φ over K is
coarse Lipschitz in the pseudo-distance induced by the splitting-modified spectral
norm over K. In fact
|βj(φ,K) − βj(ψ,K)| ≤ γE(φψ
−1,K) + 2n
for all j ∈ Z≥0. In fact the same is true for the class of the barcode modulo uniform
shifts, in the bottleneck distance.
The following is a celebrated result of Entov and Polterovich [13], slightly modified
for our purposes.
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Proposition 10. Let QH∗(M,K) be semi-simple, and E = (e1, . . . , eS), ej ∈
QH2n(M,K) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ S be the idempotents that split QH∗(M,K), as an
algebra, into a direct sum of fields. Then there exists a constant 0 ≤ DE(K) ≤ 6n
such that for each φ˜ ∈ H˜am(M,ω) the rational splitting-modified spectral norm
γE(φ˜,K) is at most DE(K). Therefore for each φ ∈ Ham(M,ω),
γE(φ,K) ≤ DE(K).
5. Algebraic statements
We collect a list of algebraic statements, proven in Section 8, that are necessary
for the proofs of the main theorems.
Proposition 11. Let QH∗(M,Q) be semisimple, where (M,ω) is a monotone
symplectic manifold. Then for all p ≥ p0, where p0 is large enough, QH
∗(M,Fp)
is semisimimple, with idempotents Ep = (e1,p, . . . , eSp,p) splitting it into a direct
sum of fields, and there exists a constant DEp(Fp) ≤ 6n such that for each φ ∈
Ham(M,ω),
γEp(φ,Fp) ≤ DEp(Fp).
Remark 12. Moreover {1, . . . , Sp} = ⊔1≤j≤S0Ij , where each Ij is a non-empty set
of consecutive integers, such that for each 1 ≤ j ≤ S0, we have that
∑
l∈Ij
ej,p
equals the reduction of ej,0 modulo p (which exists for all p sufficiently large).
Lemma 13. Let (M,ω) be a monotone symplectic manifold. Let φ be a Hamilton-
ian diffeomorphism with isolated fixed points. Then for p ≥ p2(φ), the bar-length
spectrum 0 < β1(φ,Fp) ≤ . . . ≤ βK(φ,Fp)(φ,Fp) of φ over Fp coincides with the
bar-length spectrum 0 < β1(φ,Q) ≤ . . . ≤ βK(φ,Q)(φ,Q) of φ over Q. In particular
β(φ,Fp) = β(φ,Q) for p ≥ p2(φ).
Proposition 14. Let (C, d0) be a strict filtered complex over Λ
0
K, for ground field
K. Let 0 < β1 ≤ β2 ≤ . . . ≤ βK = β be the bar-length spectrum of (C, d0). Let
K = K[u−1, u]] be a completed transcendental extension of K. Thus K is the field
of fractions of L = K[[u]]. Consider a (not necessarily strict) filtered complex
(C ⊗ K, d) over Λ0K, where C ⊗ K := C ⊗Λ0K
Λ0K under the natural inclusion
Λ0K → Λ
0
K, and d : C ⊗K → C ⊗K is of the form
d = d0 + uD,
for a map D ∈ HomΛ0
K
(C ⊗K, C ⊗K), where D = Φ(D), with D ∈ HomΛ0
L
(C ⊗
L, C⊗L), and Φ : HomΛ0
L
(C⊗L, C⊗L)→ HomΛ0
K
(C⊗K, C⊗K) is the natural
map induced by the inclusion L → K (in other words, all coefficients of D have
non-negative u-degree). Assume that H(C ⊗ K, d) = H(C, d0) ⊗ Λ
0
K. Denote by
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0 ≤ β̂1 ≤ . . . ≤ β̂K = β̂ the verbose bar-length spectrum of (C ⊗ K, d). (Here we
allow zero torsion exponents, as the complex was non-strict.) Then for each j,
β̂1 + . . .+ β̂j ≤ β1 + . . .+ βj .
In other words, the spectrum {β̂j} is majorized by the spectrum {βj}. In particular
β̂ ≤ K · β.
Moreover, we have the following general bound.
Lemma 15. If φp is has isolated fixed points, then βj(C(φ
p)) ≤ 2β(φp) for all
1 ≤ j ≤ 2K, and βj(C(φ
p)) = 0 for all j > 2K. Therefore in this situation
β̂(φp) ≤ 4K · β(φp).
Lemma 16. Let (C, d0) be a strict filtered complex over Λ
0
K. Let N(C) = dimΛK C⊗
ΛK, and B(C) = dimΛK H(C ⊗ ΛK, d0 ⊗ 1). Then the number K(C) of finite bars
in B(C) satisfies
K(C) =
N(C)−B(C)
2
.
Hence the number K(φ,K) of finite bars of B(φ˜), where φ˜ ∈ H˜am(M,ω) has a non-
degenerate time-one map φ = pr(φ˜), the number N(φ) of contractible fixed points
of φ, and the number B(φ,K) = B(K) = dimΛKQH∗(M,K) = dimKH
∗(M,K) of
infinite bars in B(φ˜) are related by
K(φ,K) =
N(φ)−B(K)
2
.
Similarly, in the degenerate, but isolated case, with N(φ,K) from (2). In particu-
lar, in the non-degenerate case, the condition N(φ) = #Fixc(φ) > dimKH
∗(M,K),
and in the degenerate case N(φ,K) > dimKH
∗(M,K), implies that β(φ) > 0.
Results of Section 6 have the following corollary.
Corollary 17. Let K = Fp, K = K[u
−1, u]]. Let 0 < β1(φ,K) ≤ . . . ≤ βK(φ,K)(φ,K)
with K(φ,K) = N(φ)−B(K)2 be the bar-length spectrum of φ. Then the verbose bar-
length spectrum 0 ≤ β̂1(φ
p) ≤ . . . ≤ β̂2K(φp,K)(φ
p) of the Z/(p)-equivariant Tate
homology of φp satisfies:
β̂1(φ
p) = . . . = β̂2K(φp,K)−2K(φ,K)(φ
p) = 0,
while, denoting κ(φp,K) = 2K(φp,K)− 2K(φ,K),
β̂κ(φp,K)+2j−1(φ
p) = β̂κ(φp,K)+2j(φ
p) = p · βj(φ,K)
for all 1 ≤ j ≤ K(φ,K).
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6. The Z/(p)-equivariant Tate homology and natural isomorphisms
We overview the steps from [62] and [64] required to construct the Z/(p)-equivariant
Tate homology of φp, with Fp-coefficients, and its isomorphism with the Floer ho-
mology of φ.We outline the main new points necessary in the proof, proving them
in detail when necessary, and referring to [62, 64] for details when they are not
new. The novelty of this section consists in adapting the setting and arguments
to the monotone case, to coefficients in Λ0, and to the local-to-global setting as
in Section 3.3.7. This turns out to capture precisely the right information from
the filtered Floer complex.
6.1. The Z/(p)-equivariant Tate homology over Λ0. For this section, due to
convergence and completeness issues, it is important to take coefficients in Λ0K,
for the well-chosen field K = K[u−1, u]], where as usual K = Fp. This is a certain
completion of Λ0K ⊗K K. It will also be convenient to set Rp = Fp[[u]] 〈θ〉 , and
R̂p = Fp[u
−1, u]] 〈θ〉 = K 〈θ〉 , for 〈θ〉 the exterior algebra on the formal variable θ
of degree 1.
First of all, supposing that φ is non-degenerate, one can compute the Z/(p)-
equivariant Tate homology
HTate(Z/(p), CF (φ,Λ
0
K)
⊗p),
by the Z/(p)-equivariant Tate complex
CTate(Z/(p), CF (φ,Λ
0
K)
⊗p),
which, as a module over Λ0K is
CF (φ,Λ0K)
⊗p ⊗Λ0
K
Λ0K 〈θ〉 ,
where 〈θ〉 denotes the free exterior algebra on an element θ of degree 1 (hence
isomorphic to K2 as a vector space over K). Let d(p) be the differential on
CF (φ,Λ0K)
⊗p naturally arising from the Floer differential dφ on CF (φ,Λ
0
K). Note
that d2φ = 0 for a generic almost complex structure by monotonicity: configura-
tions with bubbling do not appear in the moduli spaces we consider for index-
transversality reasons. Then the Tate differential on CTate(Z/(p), CF (φ,Λ
0
K)
⊗p)
is a Λ0K-linear extension of
dTatex = d
(p)x+ θ(1− τ)x,
dTate(θx) = θd
(p)x+ u(1 + τ + . . . + τp−1)x,
for x = x1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ xp, xj ∈ Fix(φ), 1 ≤ j ≤ N(φ), an element of the standard
basis of CF (φ,Λ0K)
⊗p ⊗Λ0
K
Λ0K over Λ
0
K. Here τ is induced from its action
τ(x0 ⊗ . . . ⊗ xp−1) = (−1)
|xp−1|(|x0|+···+|xp−2|)xp−1 ⊗ x0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xp−2
on the elements of the standard basis. Note that τp = 1, and hence it generates
a Z/(p)-action on the complex (CF (φ,Λ0K)
⊗p, d(p)).
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Supposing that φp is non-degenerate, we can upgrade the complex
(CF (φp,Λ0K), d0)
to the Tate complex
(CFTate,Z/(p)(φ
p,Λ0K), dTate).
This is carried out by considering Floer equations parametrized by the negative
Morse flowlines of a natural Z/(p)-invariant Morse function f˜ and Riemannian
metric on S∞ (thought of as a Morse function on L∞p = S
∞/(Z/(p))) obtained
from the Morse function f =
∑∞
j=0 j|zj |
2/
∑∞
j=0 |zj |
2 on CP∞. It turns out to be
sufficient to consider the parametrized flowlines Pi,mα , for m ∈ Z/(p), α ∈ {0, 1},
and i > α is an integer. This is the space of flowlines from the m-th critical point
Zmi of index i of f˜ to Z
0
α. By an index-transversality argument that prevents
bubbling, after introducing the requisite perturbations, the Tate differential is
well-defined and satisfies d2Tate = 0. It has the form:
dTate = d0 + d1 + d2 + . . . ,
where d0(x⊗ 1), d0(x⊗ θ) are given by the Floer differential of φ
p, while
d1(x⊗ 1) = d
v
1x⊗ θ = (Cp −R1/p)x⊗ θ,
d1(x⊗ θ) = u · d
h
1x⊗ 1 = u · (Cp +Rp +R2/p + . . . +R(p−1)/p)x⊗ 1,
where Rj/p is the loop rotation operator by j/p of the full angle (see [62, 52]).
It is given by a Floer continuation map C(J, (φj)∗J) composed with the map
x 7→ φ(x), all taken with a suitable sign (see [65, 9]). We observe that on homology
[Rj/p] = [R1/p]
j , and furthermore [R1/p]
p = id, whence it generates a Z/(p)-action.
We set Sp = Cp −R1/p.
More generally
d2j+1(x⊗ 1) = u
jdv2j+1(x)⊗ θ,
d2j+1(x⊗ θ) = u
j+1 · d2j+1(x)⊗ 1,
d2j(x⊗ 1) = u
j · dh2j(x)⊗ 1,
d2j(x⊗ θ) = u
j · dh2j(x)⊗ θ.
The homology
HFTate,Z/(p)(φ
p,Λ0K)
of this complex will be called the Z/(p)-equivariant Tate homology of φp. Note
that it is a module over Λ0K.
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6.2. quasi-Frobenius isomorphism. This section is dedicated to the following
Λ0-version of a curious algebraic statement from [34] (see also [64]).
Lemma 18. The (non-linear!) map
CF (φ,Λ0K)→ CF (φ,Λ
0
K)
⊗p, x→ x⊗ . . .⊗ x,
induces an isomorphism of Λ0K-modules
r∗pHTate(Z/(p), CF (φ,Λ
0
K))→ HTate(Z/(p), CF (φ,Λ
0
K)
⊗p),
where on the left hand side, rp : Λ
0
K → Λ
0
K is the homomorphism defined by
T 7→ T
1
p , and CF (φ,Λ0K) is considered with the trivial Z/(p)-action.
Note that since the Z/(p)-action on the left is trivial, HTate(Z/(p), CF (φ,Λ
0
K))
∼=
HF (CF (φ,Λ0K))⊗K 〈θ〉 . Therefore we get the isomorphism
r∗pHF (φ,Λ
0
K)⊗ 〈θ〉
qF
−−→ HTate(Z/(p), CF (φ,Λ
0
K)
⊗p).
We present the proof of this Λ0 modification, which is new, here.
Proof of Lemma 18. This is a general algebraic statement. Let (V, d) be a strict
free Λ0-complex of finite rank. Then
r∗pH(V )⊗ Λ
0
K
∼= HTate(Z/(p), V
⊗p).
By the same argument as for the non-Λ0 version from [64], the following property
is immediate: for V1, V2 strict free Λ
0-complexes of finite rank, and V = V1 ⊕ V2,
HTate(Z/(p), V
⊗p) ∼= HTate(Z/(p), V
⊗p
1 )⊕HTate(Z/(p), V
⊗p
2 ).
By choosing an adapted Λ0-basis on the original V, that splits V into a finite sum
of Λ0-complexes of the form V1 = (Λ
0〈x〉, 0) and V2 = (Λ
0〈z〉⊕Λ0〈y〉, d(z) = T βz),
it is therefore enough to prove that in the second case
HTate(Z/(p), V
⊗p
2 )
∼= (Λ0/T pβΛ0)⊗Λ0 Λ
0
K 〈θ〉 .
We proceed as follows. First, we note that as over Λ, V2 ⊗Λ0 Λ is acyclic, so is
(11) HTate(Z/(p), (V2 ⊗Λ0 Λ)
⊗p).
This implies that HTate(Z/(p), V
⊗p
2 ) is a torsion module.
Now, consider the base {x = x0 ⊗ . . . ⊗ xp−1} of V
⊗p
2 , where xj ∈ {y, z} for all
j. Set the following auxiliary degrees |z| = 1, |y| = 0. This induces a homological
grading on V ⊗p2 , with unique base elements z ⊗ . . .⊗ z of maximal degree p, and
y ⊗ . . .⊗ y of minimal degree 0.
We observe that the Tate differential preserves the filtration induced by this grad-
ing: Fd is generated by all elements of degree at most d, and on homogeneous
elements x of positive degree, the non-Archimedean valuations satisfy
(12) ν(dTate(x)) = β + ν(x).
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Considering the associated spectral sequence of Λ0K-modules, we see by the non-Λ
0
argument that the E1 page is given by
Λ0K〈z ⊗ . . .⊗ z〉 ⊗ 〈θ〉 ⊕ Λ
0
K〈y ⊗ . . . ⊗ y〉 ⊗ 〈θ〉 .
In particular, the only possibly non-trivial differential is on the Ep page. By the
acyclicity over Λ, it must indeed be non-trivial, and by (12), as well as the action
of 〈θ〉 , it must be given by a multiplication by an non-zero K((u))-multiple of
an upper triangular unipotent matrix P ∈ Mat(2,K) times T pβ. This finishes the
proof.
Another, more precise argument for (11), is as follows. Rewrite the Tate differen-
tial dTate as
(13) dTate = dTate,lin + d
(p) ⊗ 1.
Observe that d(p) ⊗ 1 = T βD, for an operator D of valuation 0 defined over Λ0.
Furthermore, dTate,lin is the coefficient-extension of the Tate differential dTate on
the finite-dimensional vector space V¯ = V ⊗Λ0 K. Therefore the homology of the
Tate complex, but with dTate,lin is given by the coefficient-extension of
HTate(Z/(p), V¯
⊗p) = 〈z ⊗ . . .⊗ z〉 ⊗K((u)) 〈θ〉 ⊕ 〈y ⊗ . . .⊗ y〉 ⊗K((u)) 〈θ〉 .
That is:
H(CTate(Z/(p), V
⊗p
2 ), dTate,lin) = Λ
0
K〈z ⊗ . . . ⊗ z〉 ⊗ 〈θ〉 ⊕ Λ
0
K〈y ⊗ . . .⊗ y〉 ⊗ 〈θ〉 .
Considering the obvious inclusion ι : HTate(Z/(p), V
⊗p
) → CTate(Z/(p), V
⊗p
),
and projection CTate(Z/(p), V
⊗p
) → HTate(Z/(p), V
⊗p
) given by separating the
degree p, and 0 components, there exists a homotopy operator Θ defined over
K((u)), such that
π ◦ ι− id = dTateΘ+ΘdTate.
Now, while this is not strictly necessary, it helps to observe first that we may
restrict ourselves to the field of Laurent polynomials K[u−1, u], since all construc-
tions so far were finite. Furthermore, setting u to be of degree −2, and θ of degree
−1, we obtain that dTate is of degree −1 and Θ is an operator of degree 1.
Now, we extend coefficients to Λ0K everywhere, and obtain maps ι, π, dTate,lin,Θ
satisfying the above relations. Having done this, we may apply homological per-
turbation [42] to obtain a differential d˜ on W ⊗ 〈θ〉 = Λ0K〈z ⊗ . . .⊗ z〉 ⊗ 〈θ〉 ⊕
Λ0K〈y ⊗ . . .⊗ y〉 ⊗ 〈θ〉 that computes HTate(Z/(p), V
⊗p
2 ), and is acyclic over ΛK.
This differential is given by the following sum:
d˜ = π(T βD + T 2βDΘD + . . .)ι.
By consideration of the homological degree, the unique non zero term in this sum
is
d˜ = T pβDΘ . . .ΘD,
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where D appears p times, and Θ appears (p − 1) times. It must be invertible by
acyclicity over Λ, and by consideration of the u, θ-degree it preserves the splitting
W ⊗ 〈θ〉 =W ⊗ 1⊕W ⊗ θ. Furthermore, by the θ-action, we obtain that d˜ is the
multiplication by a non-zero multiple of T pβu−(p−1)/2.

Remark 19. Note that the verbose bar-length spectrum 0 < βp,1 ≤ . . . ≤ βp,2K of
r∗pHF (φ,Λ
0
K)⊗ 〈θ〉 satisfies
βp,2j−1 = βp,2j = p · βj(φ,K),
for all 1 ≤ j ≤ K = K(φ,K). Here we used the easy fact that βj(φ,K) = βj(φ,K)
for all j.
6.3. Seidel-Shelukhin-Zhao Z/(p)-equivariant product-isomorphism. The
claim of this section, is that, similarly to Seidel’s construction [62] in the case
p = 2, and that of Shelukhin-Zhao [64] for p > 2 in the exact or symplectically
aspherical cases, there is a natural chain map
P : CTate(Z/(p), CF (φ,Λ
0
K)
⊗p)→ CFTate,Z/(p)(φ
p,Λ0K),
that induces an isomorphism
P : HTate(Z/(p), CF (φ,Λ
0
K)
⊗p)→ HFTate,Z/(p)(φ
p,Λ0K)
on homology. The construction is given by counting families of Floer equations
over a p-branched cover S of the cylinder Z = R × S1, at a point 0 ∈ Z, with
Z/(p)-symmetric Hamiltonian Floer data, restricting to H on each of the input
ends, and Floer datum H(p) over the output end, such that the curvature terms of
the perturbation datum vanish. One way of choosing this data is by considering
suitable cylindrical strips [35].
The almost complex structures, and additional perturbations, are parametrized
by Morse flowlines of the Z/(p)-invariant Morse function f˜ on S∞ as before. How-
ever, because of the necessary Hamiltonian perturbation terms required to achieve
transversality, the curvature terms are non-zero in general. In the monotone case,
by an action-index argument of Seidel [62, Section 7.1], there is a constant i1(φ)
depending on φ, such that all terms in the equivariant differential, and in the equi-
variant product operation, come only from the moduli of Morse trajectories of f˜ in
Si1(φ). This makes the choice of perturbations lie in a compact family (after com-
pactification, and choosing the perturbations consistently with breaking of Morse
flowlines), and hence that for each δ1 > 0, one may make the uniform norm of
the curvature be strictly smaller that δ1. All constructions now go through, as by
index-transversality reasons, bubbling of spheres does not enter into the relevant
counts.
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6.3.1. Local-to-global argument: non-degenerate case. Once the map is contstructed,
to show that it is an isomorphism one runs the following analogue of the argument
from [62, 64] that used the spectral sequence with respect to the action filtration.
We observe that on the chain level P is given by T δ1P loc + T δ1+ǫ0P, for a map
P defined over Λ0, and P loc =
⊕
x∈Fix(φ) P
loc
x is the sum of the local product
operations. See more about this in the following section. By [62, 64] this local
operator is invertible. Therefore,
P = T δ1Q,
for the Λ0 chain-isomorphism
Q = P loc(id+T ǫ0(P loc)−1P ) = (id+T ǫ0P (P loc)−1)P loc
invertible over Λ0. In particular, P,Q form a Λ0 δ1-quasi-equivalence. How-
ever, δ1 can be chosen arbitrarily small, hence by the bar-length spectra of
HTate(Z/(p), CF (φ,Λ
0
K)
⊗p) and of HFTate,Z/(p)(φ
p,Λ0K) coincide.
Combining this with Lemma 18, and Remark 19, gives us Corollary 17, together
with the fact that over ΛK the dimension of HFTate,Z/(p)(φ
p,Λ0K) ⊗ ΛK coincides
with that of HF (φ,ΛK), that is dimKH∗(M,K).
6.4. Local equivariant Floer cohomology. The situation described in Section
3.3.7 readily extends to the case of equivariant Floer cohomology. Indeed, sup-
posing that all fixed points Fix(φp) of φp are isolated, for each capped orbit x,
by [58], there is an uppper and a lower bound depending only on φ and dimM
on the difference between the mean-index of x and the possible indices of the
capped orbits of a sufficiently C2-small non-degenerate Hamiltonian perturbation
of φp in the isolating neighborhood of x. We choose this perturbation to be of
the form φp1, where φ1 is a sufficiently C
2-small non-degenerate perturbation of φ.
Furthermore, the actions of these orbits are very close to the action of x. Hence
there is an upper and a lower bound, depending only on φ and dimM on the
reduced actions A˜(x) = AH(x˜) − CZ(H, x˜) of all x ∈ Fix(φ). In particular, the
terms di of the equivariant differential vanish for all i > i0(φ), independently of
the choice of perturbation data, by an argument of Seidel [62, Section 7.1]. There-
fore, it is sufficient to control the perturbation data entering into the definition
of equivariant Floer homology in a compact family corresponding to w ∈ Si0(φ).
Hence, [64, Proposition 5] ensures that the perturbation data can be chosen in
such a way that the trajectories of the equivariant differential between generators
inside a sufficiently small isolating neighborhood Ux of x ∈ Fix(φ
p) stay inside
U. Furthermore, the same is true for neighborhoods Uφσx of φ
σx for σ ∈ Z/(p).
Therefore, by definition of the Tate differential, gluing and compactness, the fixed
points of φp1 in U =
⋃
σ∈Z/(p) Uφσx form a complex, and the homology of this
complex is independent of the Hamiltonian perturbation φp1 of φ
p. We call this
homology the local Tate Floer cohomology HF locTate,Z/(p)(φ
p,Z/(p) x) of the or-
bit Z/(p) x. If x is an iterated fixed point, that is φ(x) = x, or Z/(p) x = {x}
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then only one isolating neighborhood U of x with respect to φp is necessary, and
we abbreviate by HF locTate,Z/(p)(φ
p, x(p)). If x is not an iterated fixed point, then
HF locTate,Z/(p)(φ
p,Z/(p) x) = 0. Finally, all equivariant Floer differentials connect-
ing fixed points of φp1 in different isolating neighborhoods of orbits, have energy
and topological energy at least ǫ0 > 0.
The local equivariant Floer cohomology enjoys properties similar to those of usual
local Floer homology. First if x is non-degenerate as a fixed point of φp, then if x
is iterated, we have
HF locTate,Z/(p)(φ
p, x(p)) ∼= HTate(Z/(p),K) = R̂p
as R̂p-modules.
6.4.1. Local Tate homology and canonical Λ0-complexes. As in Section 3.3.7, for
φ1 being a sufficiently C
2-small Hamiltonian perturbation of φ, CFTate,Z/(p)(φ
p
1,Λ
0
K)
is δ2-quasi-equivalent, where δ2 ≪ ǫ0, to a complex on
CFTate,Z/(p)(φ
p,Λ0K) =
⊕
HF locTate,Z/(p)(φ
p, x(p))⊗K Λ
0
K
with differential dTate, φp obtained by homological perturbation from the differ-
ential dTate, φp
1
. Note that the latter complex is of rank independent of φ1. In
particular its bar-length spectrum has length bounded by KTate(φ
p), independent
of φ1. Furthermore, by the properties of the crossing energy, it is rather quick to
show that this complex is strict.
However, for our applications in Section 6.4.3, we require another Λ0-complex
that is also homotopy-canonically associated to the situation. We rewrite the
Tate differential as
(14) dTate = dCone + T
ǫ0uE,
for an operator E defined over Λ0 and containing only non-negative powers of u,
and dCone on
Cone(Sp : CF (φ
p,Λ0)→ CF (φp,Λ0)) ∼= CF (φp,Λ0))⊗ 1⊕ CF (φp,Λ0)⊗ θ
given by d0 + d1, is identified with the cone differential of Sp = Cp −R1/p,
dCone(x0, x1) = (d(x0),−d(x1) + Sp(x0)).
We first construct a canonical Λ0-complex for the cone. Indeed, by crossing energy
arguments, we may write d = dloc+T
ǫ0Dd, and S = Sp as S = Sloc+T
ǫ0DS , and
similarly
(15) dCone = dCone,loc + T
ǫ0DCone,
where dloc, Sloc, dCone,loc have all terms in all coefficients bounded by δ0 ≪ ǫ0, and
the extra termsDd,DS ,DCone are defined over Λ
0. Furthermore, letX = X⊕X, as
in Section 3.3.7, be a part of a Λ0 basis of CFloc(φ
p
1) = CF (φ
p
1, dloc) giving the free
part of the homology, and ι = ιX : X → CF (φ
p
1, dloc), π = πX : CF (φ
p
1, dloc)→ X,
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be the associated inclusion an projection maps. Observe that Sloc = πSlocι is the
map induced by Sloc on the local homology, and ιS locπ is δ-chain-homotopic,
for δ ≪ ǫ0, to Sloc. Therefore, setting Cone(Sloc) = Cone(Sloc : CFloc(φ
p
1) →
CFloc(φ
p
1)), there exist chain maps F : X → Cone(Sloc), G : Cone(Sloc) → X,
satisfying GF = idX , and FG − idCone(Sloc) = dCone,locH + HdCone,loc, where
the valuation of H is at least −δ0. Proceeding as in Section 3.3.7, we obtain a
complex on Cone(Sloc : X → X), δ-quasi-equivalent to Cone(S), with differential
dCone and quasi-equivalences given by the homological perturbation formula, for
splitting (15), and the maps F,G. Now we note that we may also apply the same
homological perturbation argument to the combination
dTate = dCone,loc + T
ǫ0(Dcone + uE)
of splittings (14), (15). This yields a complex on Cone(Sloc : X → X), δ-quasi-
equivalent to the Tate complex, with differential d˜Tate given by the homological
perturbation formula. In particular, it satisfies:
(16) d˜Tate = d˜Cone + T
ǫ0uE ,
where E is defined over Λ0 and contains only non-negative powers of u.
6.4.2. Local-to-global argument: general isolated case. Here we extend results from
Section 6.3.1 to the general isolated case. Applying Section 6.3.1 to the Z/(p)-
equivariant product-map
P : CTate(Z/(p), CF (φ1,Λ
0
K)
⊗p)→ CFTate,Z/(p)(φ
p
1,Λ
0
K),
we get that CTate(Z/(p), CF (φ1,Λ
0
K)
⊗p) and CFTate,Z/(p)(φ
p
1,Λ
0
K) are δ1-quasi-
equivalent, for δ1 ≪ ǫ0. Hence their bar-length spectra are 2δ1-close. Further,
by Lemma 18, the bar-length spectrum {β⊕pj (φ1)} of CTate(Z/(p), CF (φ1,Λ
0
K)
⊗p)
over K is the doubled p-scaled bar-length spectrum of CF (φ1,Λ
0
K), that is
β⊗p2j (φ1) = p · βj(φ1)(17)
β⊗p2j−1(φ1) = p · βj(φ1)
for all 1 ≤ j ≤ K(φ1,K). Now, CF (φ1,Λ
0
K) is δ0-quasi-equivalent, for δ0 ≪ ǫ0,
to the canonical Λ0-complex CF (φ,Λ0K). Note that again the length of the bar-
length spectrum of the latter is bounded from above by K(φ) independent of φ1.
Furthermore we obtain that the bar-length spectra of CF (φ1,Λ
0
K) and CF (φ,Λ
0
K)
are 2δ0-close. Hence, the doubled p-scaled bar-length spectrum of CF (φ,Λ
0
K) is
p · 2δ0-close to that of CTate(Z/(p), CF (φ1,Λ
0
K)
⊗p)
Combining these observations with Section 6.4 we obtain that the doubled p-scaled
bar-length spectrum of CF (φ,Λ0K) is 2δ-close to that of CFTate,Z/(p)(φ
p,Λ0K), for
δ = p · δ0 + δ1 + δ2.
By choosing the perturbation φ1 of φ sufficiently C
2-small, and choosing pertur-
bations for the equivariant constructions sufficiently small, we can make δ0, δ1, δ2
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arbitrarily small. By the bound on the number of bars in both canonical Λ0-
complexes, this means that the limiting bar-lengths (see Sections 3.3.3, 3.3.7)
coincide.
We conclude that KTate(φ
p) = 2K(φ), and that
βTate2j (φ1) = p · βj(φ1)(18)
βTate2j−1(φ1) = p · βj(φ1)
for all 1 ≤ j ≤ K(φ).
6.4.3. Tate Floer homology and iterated Floer homology. In view of the identity
(16), and Proposition 14, we obtain that the bar-length spectrum of d˜Tate is
majorized by that of d˜Cone. The former is δ0-close to the Tate bar-length spectrum,
and the latter is δ0-close to the cone bar-length spectrum. Ranks over Λ
0 being
bounded independently of the perturbation φ1, we may pass to the limit as the
perturbation goes to zero in C2-norm, and obtain that for all 1 ≤ j ≤ 2K(φp),
β1(φ
p) + . . .+ βj(φ
p) ≤ β˜Tate1 (φ
p) + . . .+ β˜Tatej (φ
p),
where β˜Tatej = 0 for 1 ≤ j < K(φ
p) − KTate(φ
p), and β˜Tatej = β
Tate
j−K(φp) for
K(φp)−KTate(φ
p) < j ≤ K(φp).
Remark 20. We expect the methods of this section to apply the question of sym-
plectic mapping class groups of monotone symplectic manifolds, yielding general-
izations of [62, Application 2.15], [64, Corollary 1].
7. Proof of Theorem A
Proof of Theorem A. By Lemma 16,
(19)
∑
x∈Fix(φ)
dimQHF
loc(φ, x) > dimQH∗(M,Q),
implies that β(φ,Q) > 0. For p ≥ p0(φ) sufficiently large, φ
p is an admissible
iteration at all the fixed points of φ. Assume by contradiction that there are no
simple fixed points of φp for all p ≥ p1(φ) sufficiently large. Then by Theorem C,
N(φp,K) = N(φ,K) for such p. Furthermore, N(φ,K) = N(φ,Q) for p ≥ p5(φ),
where K = Fp, by the universal coefficients theorem. Then by Corollary 17
2p · β(φ,K) ≤ 2p
K(φ,K)∑
j=1
βj(φ,K) =
2K(φp,K)∑
l=1
β̂l(φ
p).
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On the other hand, by Lemma 15,
2K(φp,K)∑
l=1
β̂l(φ
p) ≤ 4K(φp,K) · β(φp,K).
We conclude that
p · β(φ,K) ≤ 2K(φp,K) · β(φp,K).
By Theorem B together with Proposition 11, depending on the case, β(φp,K) ≤ C,
for p ≥ p2(φ). Moreover for p ≥ p3(M), B(K) = B(Q), whence K(φ
p,K) =
N(φp)−B(Q)
2 = K(φ
p,Q) is independent of p. Finally, by Lemma 13, for p ≥ p4(φ),
β(φ,K) = β(φ,Q).
In summary we obtain
0 < p · β(φ,Q) ≤ K(φp,Q) · 2C.
Hence for p ≥ max{p0(φ), p1(M), p2(φ), p3(φ), p4(φ)}, K(φ
p,Q) ≥ p · β(φ,Q)2C grows
at least linearly in p, and therefore so does N(φp) = 2 · K(φp,Q) + B(Q), in
contradiction with our assumption that N(φp) = N(φ) for all p sufficiently large.
This proves Theorem A.

8. Further technical proofs
For the convenience of the reader, and for further reference, we recall the proof of
the result of Entov-Polterovich [13], following the modifications of Ostrover [49].
Proof of Proposition 10. It is enough to prove that for each 1 ≤ j ≤ S, there is a
constant D(ej ,K) such that c(ej , φ˜,K)+c(ej , φ˜
−1,K) ≤ D(ej ,K). Then DE(K) =
max1≤j≤SD(ej ,K) will be the sought bound.
Applying Poincare´ duality for spectral invariants we obtain
c(ej , φ˜
−1,K) = − inf{ c(b, φ˜,K) | Π(b, ej) 6= 0}.
For each b with Π(b, ej) 6= 0, note that Π(b, ej) = Π(ej ∗ b
[0], [M ]) where b[0] ∈
QH0(M,K) is the zero-degree component of b, and c(b, φ˜,K) ≥ c(b
[0], φ˜,K). There-
fore it is enough to bound c(b[0], φ˜,K), whenever Π(ej , b
[0]) 6= 0. Note now that
since deg(q) = 2, b[0]qn ∈ QH2n(M,K),
c(b[0], φ˜,K) = c(b[0]qn, φ˜,K)− 2n,
and Π(ej , b
[0]) 6= 0 implies ej ∗ b
[0]qn 6= 0 in Fj,K = ej ∗ QH2n(M,K). Since
Fj,K is a field, we deduce that ej ∗ b
[0]qn is invertible in Fj,K. Then its inverse
(ej ∗ b
[0]qn)−1 ∈ Fj,K is of the form ej ∗ c, for some c ∈ QH2n(M,K).
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By the subadditivity property of spectral invariants we obtain
c(b[0]qn, φ˜,K) ≥ c(ej ∗ b
[0]qn, φ˜,K)− c(ej , 1,K),
and
c(ej ∗ b
[0]qn, φ˜,K) ≥ c(ej , φ˜,K)− c((ej ∗ b
[0]qn)−1, 1,K)
Combining the last few inequalities, we have
c(b[0], φ˜,K) ≥ c(ej , φ˜,K)− 2n−A(ej)−A((ej ∗ b
[0]qn)−1),
whenever Π(b[0], ej) 6= 0. Now it suffices to prove that A(ej) ≤ 2n, and A((ej ∗
b[0]qn)−1) ≤ 2n. This is an immediate corollary of the following statement.
Lemma 21. For each element a ∈ QH2n(M,K) \ {0}, A(a) ≤ 2n.
Deferring the proof of Lemma 21, we summarize that
c(ej , φ˜
−1,K) = − inf{ c(b, φ˜,K) | Π(b, ej) 6= 0} ≤
≤ − inf{ c(b[0], φ˜,K) | Π(b[0], ej) 6= 0} ≤ −c(ej , φ˜,K) + 6n,
c(ej , φ˜
−1,K) + c(ej , φ˜,K) ≤ 6n,
finishing the proof.

Proof of Lemma 21. This lemma is evident once we notice that
QH2n(M,K) =
⊕
0≤k≤n
H2n−2k(M,K) · q
k,
and hence A(a) ≤ A(qn) = 2n, for all a ∈ QH2n(M,K) \ {0}. 
Proof of Proposition 11. Once semi-simplicity is shown, the existence of an upper
bound DE(Fp) ≤ 6n of γE(φ,Fp) is an application of Proposition 10.
It remains is to show semi-simplicity with (e1,p, . . . , eSp,p) as in Proposition 11
and Remark 12.
For semisimplicity we note that Aj = ej ∗QH2n(M,Z) ⊂ OFj,Q is a lattice: it is
clearly a finitely generated Z-module, whence it consists of integral elements of
Fj,Q (over Z), since QH2n(M,Z)⊗ZQ = QH2n(M,Q), we obtain Aj⊗ZQ = Fj,Q.
It is a well-known theorem in algebraic number theory that the ring of integers of a
number field, such as Oj = OFj,Q , is a lattice in the number field (here Fj,Q). Now
consider Oj/Aj . This is a torsion abelian group. Hence if p is sufficiently large,
then Oj/Aj⊗ZFp = 0. If p is again sufficiently large, so that Tor
1(Oj/Aj ,Fp) = 0,
then the natural map Aj ⊗Z Fp → Oj ⊗Z Fp induced by the inclusion Aj → Oj
is an isomorphism. For p sufficiently large, so that QH2n(M,Z) has no torsion
elements of order p, and the reduction [ej ]p of ej mod p is well defined, we have
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Fj,Fp = [ej ]p ∗ QH(M,Fp) = Aj ⊗Z Fp. However, for all p that do not divide
the discriminant ∆Fj,Q ∈ Z>0 of the number field Fj,Q, the ring OFj,Q/pOFj,Q =
OFj,Q ⊗Z Fp
∼= Aj ⊗Z Fp = Fj,Fp = [ej ]p ∗ QH(M,Fp) is in fact a direct sum of
fields (that are hence finite extensions of Fp). Taking p ≥ p0 that works for all ej
with 1 ≤ j ≤ S, the unities of the field direct summands of Fj,Fp give idempotents
{ei,p}i∈Ij , such that (e1,p, . . . , eSp,p) split QH2n(M,Fp) into a direct sum of fields,
and satisfy [ej ]p =
∑
i∈Ij
ei,p.

Proof of Lemma 13. We first prove this statement in the case when φ is non-
degenerate. The rational bar-length spectrum of φ is determined by the multiset
of bar-lengths in Vr(φ˜) with r ∈ {0, . . . , 2NM −1}. These, in turn, are determined
by the Q-linear maps dr,Q : CF (φ˜,Q)r+1 → CF (φ˜,Q)r of finite dimensional
vector spaces over Q, for r ∈ {0, . . . , 2NM − 1}. Furthermore we note that in
fact dr,Q are defined over Z in the following sense. There exist chain complexes
dr = dr,Z : CF (φ˜,Z)r+1 → CF (φ˜,Z)r of free Z-modules, such that CF (φ˜,Q)j =
CF (φ˜,Z)r ⊗Z Q and dr,Q = dr ⊗ 1.
Denote by B(r) = (e1, . . . , eN(r,φ)) a Z-basis of CF (φ˜,Z)r given (canonically up to
{±1}N(j,φ)) by the fixed points of φ. Then N(φ) =
∑2cM−1
r=0 N(r, φ). Furthermore
there are orthogonal, in the sense of [69], bases
P (B(r + 1)) = (f1, . . . , fN(r+1)), Q(B(r)) = (g1, . . . , gN(r))
where P,Q are Q-linear automorphisms of CF (φ˜,Q)r+1, CF (φ˜,Q)r respectively,
that preserve the action filtration, and such that the degree r finite bar-length
spectrum is given by A(fi)−A(gi), dr,Qfi = gi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ K(r, φ,Q), dr,Qfi = 0,
for i > K(r, φ,Q). In particular K(φ,Q) =
∑2cM−1
r=0 K(r, φ,Q).
Furthermore, there is are large integers R1, R2 such that P ∈
1
R1
End(CF (φ˜,Z)r+1),
Q ∈ 1R1End(CF (φ˜,Z)r), P
−1 ∈ 1R2End(CF (φ˜,Z)r+1), Q
−1 ∈ 1R2End(CF (φ˜,Z)r).
This means that there exist maps P1 ∈ End(CF (φ˜,Z)r+1), Q1 ∈ End(CF (φ˜,Z)r),
P−1 ∈ End(CF (φ˜,Z)r+1), Q−1 ∈ End(CF (φ˜,Z)r), such that P =
1
R1
P1, Q =
1
R1
Q1 P
−1 = 1R2P−1, Q
−1 = 1R2Q−1.
Choosing a prime p ≫ R1, R2 we can reduce mod p to obtain maps [P ] ∈
End(CF (φ˜,Fp)r+1), [Q] ∈ End(CF (φ˜,Fp)r), [P
−1] ∈ End(CF (φ˜,Fp)r+1), [Q
−1] ∈
End(CF (φ˜,Fp)r), given by [P ] = [R1]
−1[P1], [Q] = [R1]
−1[Q1], [P
−1] = [R2]
−1[P−1],
[Q−1] = [R2]
−1[Q−1], where where [−] denotes reduction mod p. Observe that all
these maps are action non-increasing. Moreover, [P ][P−1] = id, [Q][Q−1] = id,
hence these maps are also invertible, and moreover action-preserving. Hence the
bases (fi,p) = [P ](B(r + 1)), (gi,p) = [Q](B(r)) are orthogonal, and satisfy the
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same relations as (fi), (gi), but with coefficients in Fp. Therefore, for such suffi-
ciently large p, the Fp bar-length spectrum of φ coincides with the Q bar-length
spectrum of φ.
In the case when φ is general with isolated fixed points, we consider a Hamiltonian
perturbation φ1 of φ with Hamiltonian sufficiently C
2-small, so that the bars of
φ1 of length at least ǫ0 have lengths ǫ1-close to the corresponding bar-lengths of
φ (see Section 3.3.3), independently of the coefficient field. By the property of ǫ1,
this means that the bar-length spectrum of φ1 over ǫ0 determines that of φ. Now,
by the non-degenerate case, for p sufficiently large, the bar-length spectrum of φ1
over Fp coincides with that over Q. This finishes the proof.

Remark 22. In the above proof we used the Floer complex, keeping the almost
complex structure J implicit. While this is not important for our arguments, in
fact the lower bound on p for which Lemma 13 holds does not depend on the choice
of J, as continuation maps changing J provide filtered graded isomorphisms over
Z. Hence properties of reduction mod p remain invariant.
Proof of Lemma 16. This is a direct consquence of [63, Theorem D], building
on [40, Remark 62]. Alternatively, passing to the canonical Λ0-complex, and
tensoring with Λ, this follows from the rank-nullity theorem:
N = dim(ker(dφ)) + dim(im(dφ)) = dim(ker(d)/ im(d)) + 2dim(im(d)).
Hence
N = B + 2K.

Proof of Proposition 9. We start with a caveat that simplifies notation. It is ben-
eficial for this proof to be able to work with the (Morse-Bott) degenerate Hamil-
tonian diffeomorphism 1M , and the corresponding trivial class 1˜M in the universal
cover of Ham(M), generated by the constant Hamiltonian H ≡ 0. This can be
done in a few ways, in particular using the approach of cascades of Frauenfelder, or
arguing up to ǫ, and using the PSS isomorphism between the quantum homology
of M and the Floer homology of a C2-small time-independent Morse Hamiltonian
h.
First, following Polterovich-Shelukhin-Stojisavljevic [53], we discuss the action of
the quantum homology of M on the Floer persistence module V∗(φ)
t = HF∗(φ)
t.
There we show that each a ∈ QHr(M,K), with valuation ν(a) induces a per-
sistence morphism (a∗) : Vm(φ) → Vm+r−2n(φ)[ν(a)]. In particular each element
e ∈ QH2n(M,K) gives an automorphism (up to shift in valuation) (e∗) : Vm(φ)→
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Vm(φ)[ν(e)] for eachm ∈ Z. In particular it is evident that for e, e
′ ∈ QH2n(M,K),
e, e′ 6= 0, if δ(e, e′) = ν(e) + ν(e′)− ν(e ∗ e′) ≥ 0 then, given e ∗ e′ 6= 0,
(e∗) ◦ (e′∗) = shδ(e,e′) ◦ ((e ∗ e
′)∗),
and if e∗e′ = 0, then (e∗)◦ (e′∗) = 0 as a morphism Vm(φ)→ Vm(φ)[ν(e)+ν(e
′)].
Moreover, a similar statement is true for additive properties:
shmax{ν(e),ν(e′)}−ν(e)◦(e∗)+shmax{ν(e),ν(e′)}−ν(e′)◦(e
′∗) = shmax{ν(e),ν(e′)}−ν(e+e′)◦(e+e
′)∗,
if e+ e′ 6= 0, and (e+ e′)∗ = 0 otherwise. Finally [M ]∗ = idVm(φ) .
Now we let e1, . . . , eS ∈ QH2n(M,Q) (in fact for this proposition we could just
as well work with QH2n(M,K) assuming the following condition) be such that
[M ] = e1 + . . . + eS (recall that [M ] ∈ QH2n(M,Q) is the unit element), and
ej∗ek = ej ·δj,k for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ S. Here δj,k = 0 for j 6= k, and δj,k = 1 for j = k.
Set E = (e1, . . . , eS). We claim that there is a natural interleaving between Vm(φ)
and
⊕
1≤j≤S im(ej∗ : Vm(φ) → Vm(φ)[ν(ej)]). Clearly x 7→ (e1 ∗ x, . . . , eS ∗ x)
establishes a morphism
fE : Vm(φ)→
⊕
1≤j≤S
im(ej∗ : Vm(φ)→ Vm(φ)[ν(ej)])
of persistence modules. Let ν(E) = max1≤j≤S ν(ej) and δ(E) = max1≤j≤S δ(ej , ej).
Note that since ej ∗ ej = ej we have δ(ej , ej) = ν(ej), whence δ(E) = ν(E). Then
for each 1 ≤ j ≤ S there is a map
shδj := shν(E)−ν(ej) : Vm(φ)[ν(ej)]→ Vm(φ)[ν(E)].
Finally we can consider the composition
gE :
⊕
1≤j≤S
im(ej∗ : Vm(φ)→ Vm(φ)[ν(ej)])→ Vm(φ)[ν(E)]
of the inclusion⊕
1≤j≤S
im(ej∗ : Vm(φ)→ Vm(φ)[ν(ej)])→
⊕
1≤j≤S
Vm(φ)[ν(ej)]
the combined shift map⊕
1≤j≤S
Vm(φ)[ν(ej)]
(shδ1 ,...,shδS )−−−−−−−−−→
⊕
1≤j≤S
Vm(φ)[ν(E)]
and the sum map ⊕
1≤j≤S
Vm(φ)[ν(E)]
Σ
−→ Vm(φ)[ν(E)].
We claim that (fE , gE) is a (0, ν(E))-interleaving. Indeed, in one direction for
each x ∈ Vm(φ),
gE ◦ fE(x) =
∑
1≤j≤S
shδj (ej ∗ x) = (
∑
1≤j≤S
shδj ◦ (ej∗))x =
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= shν(E) ◦ ([M ]∗)x = shν(E)([M ] ∗ x) = shν(E)(x).
In the other direction, for each y = (e1 ∗ y1, . . . , eS ∗ yS) ∈
⊕
1≤j≤S im(ej∗ :
Vm(φ)→ Vm(φ)[ν(ej)]), with yj ∈ Vm(φ) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ S,
fE [ν(E)] ◦ gE(y) = fE(
∑
1≤j≤S
shδj (ej ∗ yj)) = fE(
∑
1≤j≤S
(ej ∗ shδj(yj))
= (e1 ∗ (e1 ∗ shδ1(y1)), . . . , eS ∗ (eS ∗ shδS (yS))) = shν(E)(e1 ∗ y1, . . . , eS ∗ yS).
The last equality follows from the identity ej ∗ (ej ∗ (shδj (yj))) = shν(E)(ej ∗ yj)
for all 1 ≤ j ≤ S. Indeed ej ∗ (ej ∗ (shδj (yj))) = shδ(ej ,ej) ◦ (e
∗2
j ∗)(shδj (yj)) =
shν(ej)ej ∗ (shδj (yj)) = ej ∗ shν(ej)+δj (yj) = ej ∗ shν(E)(yj) = shν(E)(ej ∗ yj).
As a corollary, we obtain by the stability theorem for barcodes that
β(Vm(φ)) ≤ max
1≤j≤S
β(im(ej∗ : Vm(φ)→ Vm(φ)[ν(ej)])) + ν(E).
Therefore to give a bound on β(Vm(φ)) it is sufficient to bound β(im(ej∗)) for
each 1 ≤ j ≤ S. We shall bound the latter in terms of γej (φ).
Consider Hamiltonians F,G ∈ H generating φ1F = φ, φ
1
G = ψ, φ˜F = φ˜, φ˜G =
ψ˜. Let CF (F, JF ), CF (G, JG) denote the corresponding Floer complexes. Let
∆F,G = G#F be the difference Hamiltonian, so that [φ˜∆F,G#F ] = [φ˜G] in H˜am. Fix
ǫ > 0, and arguing up to ǫ, choose perturbations Fǫ, Gǫ of F,G with ||Fǫ−F ||C2 ≪
ǫ, ||Gǫ−G||C2 ≪ ǫ such that Fǫ, Gǫ and ∆F,G,ǫ := ∆Fǫ,Gǫ are non-degenerate (then
∆G,F,ǫ := ∆Gǫ,Fǫ will also be non-degenerate, and φ˜∆F,G,ǫ · φ˜∆G,F,ǫ = 1 in H˜am),
and ||∆F,G,ǫ −∆F,G||C2 ≪ ǫ, ||∆G,F,ǫ −∆G,F ||C2 ≪ ǫ.
Let cF,G,ǫ ∈ CF2n(∆F,G,ǫ) be an element representing PSS∆F,G,ǫ([ej ]) with
A∆F,G,ǫ(cF,G,ǫ) ≤ c(ej ,∆F,G) + ǫ0,
with ǫ0 ≪ ǫ. Moreover, reversing the roˆles of F and G, we obtain similarly an
element cG,F,ǫ ∈ CF2n(∆G,F,ǫ) representing PSS∆G,F,ǫ([ej ]) with
A∆G,F,ǫ(cG,F,ǫ) ≤ c(ej ,∆G,F ) + ǫ0,
with ǫ0 ≪ ǫ.
Finally we note that CF (F ), CF (Fǫ) (and CF (G), CF (Gǫ)) are related by interpolation-
continuation chain maps that shift the action by at most ǫ0 ≪ ǫ.
Now we consider the chain map CF,G,ǫ,0 : CF (Fǫ) → CF (Gǫ) given by x 7→
cF,G,ǫ ∗ x. Composing this with the interpolation-continuation maps we obtain a
map CF,G,ǫ : CF (F ) → CF (G) satisfying the action estimate AG(CF,G,ǫ(x)) ≤
c(ej ,∆F,G) + ǫ0 +AF (x) for each x ∈ CF (F ), where ǫ0 ≪ ǫ. Similarly, we obtain
a map CG,F,ǫ : CF (G) → CF (F ) satisfying the action estimate AF (CG,F,ǫ(y)) ≤
c(ej ,∆G,F ) + ǫ0 +AG(y) for each y ∈ CF (G), where ǫ0 ≪ ǫ.
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Now we claim that CF,G,ǫ, CG,F,ǫ induce a (
1
2γej (φ˜, ψ˜) + ǫ)-interleaving between
Im(ej , F ) = im(ej∗ : Vm(F ) → Vm(F )[ν(ej)])[−ν(ej)] and a suitable shift of
Im(ej , G) = im(ej∗ : Vm(G)→ Vm(G)[ν(ej)])[−ν(ej)].
We consider CF,G,ǫ ◦ CG,F,ǫ, CG,F,ǫ ◦ CF,G,ǫ. Denote by ej,0 ∈ C(L;D) a chain
representing ej with A(ej,0) = ν(ej). We shall often omit the subscript 0, and
write ej for ej,0 by abuse of notation.
Lemma 23. There exist chain homotopies RF : CF (F ) → CF (F )[1], RG :
CF (G)→ CF (G)[1] of degree 1, such that:
CG,F,ǫ ◦ CF,G,ǫ = (∗ej,0) + dRF −RF d,
CF,G,ǫ ◦ CG,F,ǫ = (∗ej,0) + dRG −RGd,
AF (RF (x)) ≤ c(ej ,∆G,F ,K) + c(ej ,∆F,G,K) + ǫ1 +AF (x),
AG(RG(y)) ≤ c(ej ,∆G,F ,K) + c(ej ,∆F,G,K) + ǫ1 +AG(y),
for each x ∈ CF (F ), y ∈ CF (G), where ǫ1 ≪ ǫ, ǫ1 ≥ 2ǫ0.
We note that c(ej ,∆G,F ,K)+c(ej ,∆F,G,K) = γej ,K(φ˜Gφ˜
−1
F ), since c(ej ,∆F,G,K) =
c(ej , φ˜Gφ˜
−1
F ,K) and c(ej ,∆G,F ,K) = c(ej , φ˜F φ˜
−1
G ,K). Also it makes sense to re-
mark that A(ej) = c(ej , 1,K) ≤ c(ej ,∆G,F ,K) + c(ej ,∆F,G,K) by the triangle
inequality for spectral invariants.
Deferring the proof of Lemma 23, we observe that on the persistence level, for
each m ∈ Z, the chain maps CF,G,ǫ and CG,F,ǫ give persistence morphisms
[CF,G,ǫ] : Vm(F )→ Vm(G)[c(ej ,∆F,G,K) + ǫ0],
[CG,F,ǫ] : Vm(G)→ Vm(F )[c(ej ,∆G,F ,K) + ǫ0],
that satisfy the following composition relations
shǫ1−2ǫ0 ◦ [CG,F,ǫ][c(ej ,∆F,G,K) + ǫ0] ◦ [CF,G,ǫ] = shγej ,K(φ˜Gφ˜
−1
F
)+ǫ1−A(ej)
(ej∗),
shǫ1−2ǫ0 ◦ [CF,G,ǫ][c(ej ,∆G,F ,K) + ǫ0] ◦ [CG,F,ǫ] = shγej ,K(φ˜Gφ˜
−1
F
)+ǫ1−A(ej)
(ej∗),
where the equalities are of persistence morphisms
Vm(F )→ Vm(F )[γej ,K(φ˜Gφ˜
−1
F ) + ǫ1],
Vm(G)→ Vm(G)[γej ,K(φ˜Gφ˜
−1
F ) + ǫ1],
respectively.
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It is almost immediate that these maps commute with ej∗ : Vm(F )→ Vm(F )[ν(ej)],
and ej∗ : Vm(G)→ Vm(G)[ν(ej)], and hence induce maps
Φ′F,G,ǫ : Im(ej , F )→ Im(ej , G)[c(ej ,∆F,G,K) + ǫ0],
Φ′G,F,ǫ : Im(ej , G)→ Im(ej , F )[c(ej ,∆G,F ,K) + ǫ0],
with the same commutation relations as above, with the additional observation
that (ej∗)|Im(ej ,F ) = shν(ej), (ej∗)|Im(ej ,G) = shν(ej), so that
shǫ1−2ǫ0 ◦ Φ
′
G,F,ǫ[c(ej ,∆F,G,K) + ǫ0] ◦ Φ
′
F,G,ǫ = shγej ,K(φ˜Gφ˜
−1
F
)+ǫ1
,
shǫ1−2ǫ0 ◦ Φ
′
F,G,ǫ[c(ej ,∆G,F ,K) + ǫ0] ◦ Φ
′
G,F,ǫ = shγej ,K(φ˜Gφ˜
−1
F
)+ǫ1
,
where the equalities are of persistence morphisms
Im(ej , F )→ Im(ej , F )[γej ,K(φ˜Gφ˜
−1
F ) + ǫ1],
Im(ej , G)→ Im(ej , G)[γej ,K(φ˜Gφ˜
−1
F ) + ǫ1],
respectively.
Define γej ,K(φ˜Gφ˜
−1
F ) =
1
2(−c(ej , φ˜Gφ˜
−1
F ,K) + c(ej , φ˜F φ˜
−1
G ,K)).
Post-composing each of the maps Φ′F,G,ǫ, Φ
′
G,F,ǫ with sh 1
2
ǫ1−ǫ0
, and restating them
in terms of the persistence modules
Im(ej , F ) = Im(ej , F ),
Im(ej , G) = Im(ej , G)[
1
2
γej ,K(φ˜Gφ˜
−1
F )]
we obtain maps
ΦF,G,ǫ : Im(ej , F )→ Im(ej , G)[
1
2
γej ,K(φ˜Gφ˜
−1
F ) +
1
2
ǫ1],
ΦG,F,ǫ : Im(ej , G)→ Im(ej , F )[
1
2
γej ,K(φ˜Gφ˜
−1
F ) +
1
2
ǫ1],
with
ΦG,F,ǫ[
1
2
γej ,K(φ˜Gφ˜
−1
F ) +
1
2
ǫ1] ◦ ΦF,G,ǫ = shγej ,K(φ˜Gφ˜
−1
F
)+ǫ1
,
ΦF,G,ǫ[
1
2
γej ,K(φ˜Gφ˜
−1
F ) +
1
2
ǫ1] ◦ ΦG,F,ǫ = shγej ,K(φ˜Gφ˜
−1
F
)+ǫ1
,
This means that ΦF,G,ǫ, ΦG,F,ǫ give a (
1
2γej ,K(φ˜Gφ˜
−1
F )+
1
2ǫ1)-interleaving between
Im(ej , F ), and Im(ej , G). However, since ǫ1 ≪ ǫ, and ǫ was arbitrarily cho-
sen, we see that the interleaving distance between Im(ej , F ), and Im(ej , G) is
1
2γej ,K(φ˜Gφ˜
−1
F ). The statements on the bar-length spectrum, and the bottle-neck
distance on barcodes modulo R-shifts now follow immediately.

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Proof of Lemma 23. The proof consists of a few steps, all of which essentially
amount to proving the associativity of the pair-of-pants product in Floer homol-
ogy, taking care of the action-filtration levels.
First we claim that for each two cycles a, b ∈ CF (∆F,G,ǫ), CF (∆G,F,ǫ) there is a
well-defined product a∗b ∈ QH(M ;K) and there exist chain-homotopies R′a,b, R
′
b,a
such that
b ∗ (a ∗ −) = (b ∗ a) ∗ (−) + dR′F,b,a −R
′
F,b,ad,
a ∗ (b ∗ −) = (a ∗ b) ∗ (−) + dR′G,a,b −R
′
G,a,bd,
AF (R
′
F,a,b(x)) ≤ A∆F,G,ǫ(a) +A∆F,G,ǫ(b) + ǫ0 +AF (x),
AG(R
′
G,a,b(y)) ≤ A∆F,G,ǫ(a) +A∆F,G,ǫ(b) + ǫ0 +AG(y),
ǫ0 ≪ ǫ.
Since the constructions of the homotopies R′F,b,a and R
′
G,a,b are analogous, we
only consider the first one. We construct R′F,b,a by considering a parametric
Floer equation over a one-parameter family of 4-punctured spheres over an open
interval, which we identify with R = R, with cylindrical ends near the punctures
and conformal structures degenerating in two different ways. We arrange the
punctures to lie on one circle in the sphere, and the cylindrical ends to have
asymptotic markers along this circle. This gives a homotopy-canonical choice of
asymptotic ends along the family. There are 3 input ends ψ−∆G,F,ǫ, ψ
−
∆F,G,ǫ
, ψ−F :
Z− → S
2, and one output end ψ+F : Z+ → S
2, where Z− = (−∞, 0] × S
1,
Z+ = [0,∞) × S
1, endowed with the standard complex structure. All these
maps are which are proper holomorphic embeddings. We choose Hamiltonian
perturbation data Fρ for ρ ∈ R, that agrees with XH ⊗ dt on each end ψ±,H
(this shall be our convention in the whole discussion). Moreover we require Fρ
to depends on ρ ∈ R in the following way. For ρ ≪ −1 it has trivial curvature,
for ρ ≫ 1 it has curvature at most ǫ0, and in these two cases it agrees with the
following Hamiltonian perturbations obtained by gluind two 3-punctured spheres,
equipped with Floer data. For ρ ≪ −1, the first sphere has two inputs ends
ψ−∆F,G,ǫ , ψ
−
F : Z− → S
2 and one output end ψ+∆F,G,ǫ#F : Z+ → R, and the second
sphere has two inputs ends ψ−∆G,F,ǫ , ψ
−
∆F,G,ǫ#F
: Z− → S
2 and one output end
ψ+F : Z+ → R. We glue these two spheres along the ends ψ
±
∆F,G,ǫ#F
, with gluing
length l = |ρ|, and note that since the Hamiltonian perturbations agree over
these ends, we get a Hamiltonian perturbation on the glued 4-punctured sphere
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with cylindrical ends. For ρ ≫ 1 the situation is identical, except that the two
spheres with cylindrical ends are as follows. Fix a small Morse function h of
C0-norm at most ǫ′0 ≪ ǫ0. The first sphere has two inputs ends ψ
−
∆G,F,ǫ
, ψ−∆F,G,ǫ :
Z− → S
2 and one output end ψ+h : Z+ → R, and the second sphere has two
inputs ends ψ−h , ψ
−
F : Z− → S
2 and one output end ψ+F : Z+ → R. We glue
these two spheres along the ends ψ±h , over which the Hamiltonian perturbation
agree, with gluing length l = |ρ|. It is easy to see that such Floer data with
the prescribed curvature assumptions exist. A generic choice I of domain (and
parameter) dependent almost complex structures makes the index 0 and 1 solution
space of these parametric equations transversely cut out. We require I to agree
with the l = |ρ|-gluing of regular domain dependent almost complex structures
on the relevant 3-punctured spheres at the ends ρ ≪ −1, ρ ≫ 1. Finally, for l
sufficiently large we see that the index 0 solutions for the equaltion on Sρ give
compositions of operations corresponding to the 3-punctured spheres. Plugging
b ⊗ a into the two corresponding inputs, we get b ∗ (a ∗ −) for ρ ≪ −1, and
(b ∗′ a) ∗′′ (−). Here the operations are ∗′ : CF (∆G,F,ǫ) ⊗ CF (∆F,G,ǫ) → CF (h)
and ∗′′ : CF (h) ⊗ CF (F ) → CF (F ), given by the relevant 3-punctured spheres.
Considering compactifications of index 1 solution space to the parametric equation
we obtain a chain homotopy R′F,b,a : CF (F )→ CF (F )[1] satisfying
b ∗ (a ∗ −) = (b ∗′ a) ∗′′ (−) + dR′F,b,a −R
′
F,b,ad,
AF (R
′
F,a,b(x)) ≤ A∆F,G,ǫ(a) +A∆F,G,ǫ(b) + ǫ
′
0 +AF (x),
ǫ′0 ≪ ǫ0 ≪ ǫ.
Finally, we consider the PSS isomophisms ΨPSS : CM(f,ΛK) → CF (h) and
ΨPSS : CF (h)→ CM(f,ΛK). It is a standard action estimate to show that
Ah(ΨPSS(x)) ≤ A(x) + ǫ
′
0
Ah(ΨPSS(y)) ≤ A(y) + ǫ
′
0
for each x ∈ CM(f,ΛK), and y ∈ CF (h), and moreover there exists a chain
homotopy RPSSh such that
ΨPSS ◦ΨPSS = 1 + dR
PSS
h −R
PSS
h d,
Ah(R
PSS
h (y)) ≤ Ah(y) + 2ǫ
′
0,
for each y ∈ CF (h).
Finally, by gluing and homotopy of domain-dependend almost complex structures,
we see that ΨPSS(a ∗
′ b) and ΨPSS(x)⊗
′′ (−) are homotopic, respectively, to a ∗ b
and x ∗ (−), with homotopies (ra,b and Rx) that do not increase the action by
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more that ǫ′0 (we remark that if one wishes, one can define a ∗ b and x ∗ (−) in
this way).
We conclude that R′F,b,a = R
′′
F,b,a + (R
PSS
h (a ∗
′ b)) ∗′′ (−) +RΨ(a∗′b) + (ra,b) ∗ (−)
gives the required homotopy, satisfying the requried action estimates.
Now we proceed by noting first that by the compatibility of the pair-of-pants
product and the quantum product under the PSS isomorphism,
[cG,F,ǫ ∗ cF,G,ǫ] = ej ∗ ej = ej = [ej,0].
Hence
g = cG,F,ǫ ∗ cF,G,ǫ − ej,0
is a boundary in the morse complex CM(f,ΛK) computing QH(M,K). Moreover
A(g) ≤ max{γej (φ˜Gφ˜
−1
F ) + 2ǫ0, ν(ej)} = γej(φ˜Gφ˜
−1
F ) + 2ǫ0,
since γej(φ˜Gφ˜
−1
F ) ≥ ν(ej). However, since β(CM(f,ΛK)) = 0, there exists an
element rF ∈ CM(f,ΛK) with
A(rF ) ≤ γej (φ˜Gφ˜
−1
F ) + 2ǫ0
and g = cG,F,ǫ ∗ cF,G,ǫ − ej,0 = d(rF ).
Finally, by the Leibnitz rule
(rF ∗) : CF (F )→ CF (F )[1]
gives a homotopy between (cG,F,ǫ ∗ cF,G,ǫ) ∗ (−) and ej,0 ∗ (−). Therefore
RF = R
′
cG,F,ǫ,cF,G,ǫ + (rF ∗)
gives a homotopy between cG,F,ǫ ∗ (cF,G,ǫ ∗ (−)) and ej,0 ∗ (−) and satisfies the
action estimate
AF (RF (x)) ≤ γej(φ˜Gφ˜
−1
F ) + 2ǫ0 +AF (x),
as required. The construction of RG is identical. The proof of the lemma is now
finished. 
Proof of Proposition 14. Recall that we work over Λ = ΛK and its extension Λ
′ =
ΛK, where K = K((u)) := K[u
−1, u]]. Now consider a Floer-type complex (C, d)
over Λ′0 that extends a Floer-type complex (C0, d0) over Λ, so that C = C0 ⊗Λ Λ
′
and d = d0 + ud1 + . . . , for certain Λ
0-linear maps dj : C0 → C0, j ≥ 1 (that,
other than d1, are not chain maps). Furthermore, we know that dimΛ′ H(C, d) =
dimΛH(C0, d0). We wish to compare the torsion exponents of (C, d) to those of
(C0, d0).
We recall that torsion exponents can be obtained from the coefficients in the Smith
normal forms of the differentials considered as matrices inMat(N,Λ0), Mat(N,Λ′0)
respectively.
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It is a classical theorem in the theory of principal ideal domains that these co-
efficients, in the form of invariant divisors, (c1, . . . , cN ), (c
′
1, . . . , c
′
N ) arranged in
increasing order, so that ci (resp.c
′
i) divides cj (resp. c
′
j) for i ≤ j, (so that the
actual coefficients (b1, . . . , bN ), (b
′
1, . . . , b
′
N ), the elementary factors, are given by
the formulae cj = b1 · . . . · bj, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ N) are given by considering the
minors of the corresponding matrices. More precisely cj is given as a (principal)
generator of the ideal generated by all the determinants of j × j minors of the
matrix. While Λ0 is not a principal ideal domain (indeed Λ+ is an ideal that is not
principal), it has the property that every finitely generated ideal in it is principal.
It is easy to see that the above description of the invariant divisors holds for such
rings.
Finally we note that in Λ0 each principal ideal I is given as I = T γΛ0 for some
γ ≥ 0. We can recover γ as γ = min{val(λ)| λ ∈ I \ {0}}.
This implies immediately that for all 1 ≤ j ≤ N the corresponding invariant
divisor is T γj , with γj = β1 + . . .+ βj , satisfying
γj = min{val(detM) |M is a j-minor of d0}.
Similarly γ′j = β
′
1 + . . . + β
′
j , satisfies
γ′j = min{val(detM
′) |M ′ is a j-minor of d}.
Here we use the convention that the minimum of an empty set of non-negative
real numbers is +∞.
Now we note that since d = d0+ud1+ . . . , for each j-minor M
′ of d, we have the
relation:
detM ′ = detM + uλ1 + u
2λ2 + . . . ,
for a corresponding j-minor M of d0 and certain coefficients λj ∈ Λ
0 (note that
this is really Λ0 rather than Λ′0, by our assumption). This immediately implies
that
val(detM ′) ≤ val(detM),
so that
γ′j ≤ γj
for all 1 ≤ j ≤ N, whence by the definition of {γj , γ
′
j}1≤j≤N we obtain
β′1 + . . . β
′
j ≤ β1 + . . .+ βj
for each 1 ≤ j ≤ N. This finishes the proof. 
Proof of Lemma 15. By continuity, it is enough to show this statement for non-
degenerate φ. We choose an arbitrary φ˜ lifting φ to H˜am(M,ω) and work with it,
omitting this choice from notation. Indeed, the boundary depth does not depend
on this choice.
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We denote Sp = C1−R1/p. It is an immediate observation that Sp has degree zero,
so that for each x ∈ CFi(φ
p), Sp(x) ∈ CFi(φ
p) and, moreover, A(Sp(x)) ≤ A(x).
Then we consider C(φp) =
⊕
i∈Z Ci(φ
p), as a graded module, with Ci(φ
p) =
CFi(φ
p)⊕ CFi(φ
p) with differential given by dCone : (x0, x1) 7→ (d(x0),−d(x1) +
Sp(x0)). Similarly, intoducing the action filtration, we have C
t
i (φ
p) = CF ti (φ
p)⊕
CF ti (φ
p) for all t ∈ R, with the restriction of dCone. This allows us to write the
long exact sequence
. . .→ HF ti+1(φ
p)
[Sp]
−−→ HF ti+1(φ
p)
jt
−→ Hti+1(C(φ
p))
pt
−→ HF ti (φ
p)
[Sp]
−−→ HF ti (φ
p)→ . . .
that commutes with the level inclusion maps πt,t
′
m for t ≤ t′, and Htm(C(φ
p)) →
Ht
′
m(C(φ
p)), HF tm(φ
p)→ HF t
′
m(φ
p), for m ∈ Z.
We recall the following characterization of the boundary depth of a persistence
module V . It is the minimal number β ∈ R≥0, such that for all t ∈ R, ker(shβ :
V t → V t+β)) = ker(sh∞ : V
t → V∞)). It is therefore, to show that β(C(φp)) ≤
2β(φp), enough to show that if x ∈ Hti+1(C(φ
p)) satisfies sh∞(x) = 0, then
sh2β(φp)(x) = 0.We see this as follows. First, abbreviating β := β(φ
p), y = pt(x) ∈
HF ti (φ
p) satisfies shβ(y) = 0. Hence shβ(x) = j
t(z), with z ∈ HF t+βi+1 (φ
p). More-
over shβ(z) = 0, since in HF
t+β
i+1 (φ
p), ker(shβ) = ker(sh∞), j
∞ : HF∞i+1(φ
p) →
H∞i+1(C(φ
p)) is injective as indeed Cp−R1/p is null-homotopic on the t =∞ level,
and sh∞(j
t+β(z)) = sh∞(shβ(x)) = sh∞(x) = 0. We conclude that sh2β(x) =
shβj
t+β(z) = jt+βshβ(z) = 0. This finishes the proof. 
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